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CHANCE IN B. & A.
PASSENGER SCHEDULE

STEPHEN V. HALL VICTIM
A MATTY AT M r r T T iT / i
OF ACCIDENT WHICH
RESULTS IN DEATH;

ANNUAL MEETING

OF RED CROSS
CHAPTER

The American Red Cross will
appeal to the people of the entire
The death of Stephen V. Hall which
country (luring the ten days from
occurred Wednesday a few hours after j
Sunday, November second, through
he had been crushed between cars at
Tuesday, November eleventh, "Armthe B. & A. yards, has caused a deep
.
istice Day,” to join the Red Cross and
feeling of sadness among his friends.
p
J L
P t »l
r contribute money for the work at
The accident which was a most i
borne and abroad. This campaign will
unfortunate one occurred in the yard
he called “ The Third Red Cross Roll
where Mr. Hall was employed in a
Call” and it will be the only Red Cross
section crew where they were en- ,
campaign this year.
gaged in removing some heavy timbers \
The primary purpose of the Roll
A meeting for discussion of the pro- Maine Central R. R.. which if any from a wharf and loading onto a hand
^ all will be to enroll members for the 'jeot of running Ran go r &' Aroostook change was made would be vitally car. The yard crew were switching!
----- -—
Pwey R. Todd, district director'of year *920 and by enlarged member*- .railroad trains into Bangor by way of interested, was represented by Gen t, oars and ran down on a track w here'
annua^ meeting of Southern
«
N ew
Issued Sat-!sb*P
obtain Fifteen Million Dollars old Town, a practice which was start- Mgr. I). ( ’. Douglas.
the section men were working, one Gf . Aroostook
chapter American
Red
NUtap fr om the offices of the Bangor j*rom ^be country at large to enable ed an^j continued until the construeMajor Woodman was the first speak- the cars striking the end of a hard j p ross be^d 071 Thursday evening, Oct.
4k APdoetook railroad in this city the I**10 **ed Cross to complete its war tion «*f the Northern Maine Searsport er and gave the facts related above, pine stringer which was thrown against j ^ at *oca* Ked Cross headquarters,
XUtdHMht'tO the pwblic in re- obligations si home and abroad.
r . r „ was held in the private office -how Mr. O’Connell/jame to the city ' Mr. Hall’s head crushing it against a :^ e
officers and committees
The great work which the American Gf President Todd of the 11. & A. last government and made his request, etc. car ladder in a frightful manner. H e|were ele<-ted l ° r Ihe coming year:
gard do the oool situation, brought
Judge Knowlton opened for Old was immediately taken to the Aroos-! Executive committee: Charles P.
otNMt by the tftrike of miners which Red Cross did during the war has le ft Eriday afternoon.
obligations
which
<iannot
be
fnSfilled
There
were
present
prominent
c.itiTown
and he was followed by Mr. took Hospit 1 where he died a
few j ®arnes- Dr. T. S. Dickison, M. B. Mcwffift into
set Saturday, and also a
Kay, George S. Gentle, Dr.
F. W.
• O f f 'Of -a Telegram received by him for some months teo come. T«> meet , aenys of Aroostook county and represen O’Connell, their argument being that hours later.
ad- tatives of the cities of Old Town and they wanted the passenger trains on
For 20 years Mr. Hall has been a ^ ann* Robert M. Lawlis, William C.
thffo A. T. Hardin, regional director, all of these obligations and to
M.
f f M I t i i n g % telegram covering the minister and furnish relief. She Red Bangor, as well as business men inter- the B. & A. to run through Old Town railroad man 12 years of which he has •Connell, G- A. Hall, Jr., Fred
Cross
must
raise,
at
this
time,
a
fund
i.^gted.
even
at
the
expense
of
Aroostook
as
been
employed
on
the
B.
&
A.
R.
R.
^Htchell,
Charles
H.
Fogg,
Mrs.
tahtsr o f diversions of coal vghich the
Last February a committee was ap- stated above.
he was a brakeman and qualified for I Josephine Black. Mrs. Mary Stuart,
T d h ffa d s have in their possession and of Fifteen Million Dollars.
It is believed that the end of these pojnted at a meeting of the Bangor1 Mr. Todd explained very
clearly spare conductor. A short time ago he j ^ rs’ Lillian
Smith, Miss Jennie
the prftortty df shipments as set forth
t a a telegram from H. A. Garfield, foreign obligations is in sight, and the j CRy council to consider with a like and concisely, why the time would at was relived from duty as a penalty I Doherty, Mrs. Ada Jervis, Mrs. George
Old Town
w h at, least be an hour later in reaching for a slight accident of his ta^in, and i la w y er ° f Island Falls branch, George
United States tael administrator, to Red Cross Is turning its chief attention committee from
and
energy
to
the
development
of
a
should
be
done
in
the
matter
of
pas- Aroostook as well as an hour earlier during pending steps for his re-in-j ^ oar
*be New Limerick branch,
TOTslker P . H hfes, director general of
clearly defined home program, which
senger train service te and through in leaving Aroostook points, on account statement he was at work with the ^ rs> Gallison of the Sherman branch,
ntflnOdi. x
already Indhides systematic prepared-; Qid Town to Bangor. The Bangor
the running o f regular Maine Cen- section - .....
Ralph Crosby of Littleton, Mrs. C. M.
O c t 31, 1919.
v.r*T
Qualey of Benedicts, Mrs. Opal Rboda
n eM for Disaster Relief, a widespread committee took the matter up and tral trains, a single track road of 70
T o t h e lt a t t lt c :
During his long service on the road
of Hodgdon branch, Miss Faye ThompTllan,
continuing , Home according to a letter which was read lb. rails on the Old Town branch in- he was a careful, concientious ____
man
.
O n account Of the national crisis Naming
j son of the Ludlow branch, Mrs. Jennie
^
^
„
„
„
Service
Operations,
First
Aid
Instrucijy
p
res
Todd,
decided
that
it
was
stead
of
85
lb.
on
the
main
line,
no
brought about by the strike of the
QQg) miners, the public j
a JunI° r Ked Cross Program not feasible or best to make the accomodations, such as round houses well thought of and respected by all ; Seamans of the Cary branch, D. M.
Libby of the Amity branch, Mrs. Ida
all of "which w ill depend for their change.
and repair shops at Old Town, as well who knew’ him.
i O I t a i l U e a t t a t e to suffer much in
He was born in Princeton. Me., his i N Newman of the Weston branch, Dr.
success
upon
large
and
vigorous
The
detaIls
of
lhis
controversey
as
the
necessity
of
strengthening
possible loss but the
it
Chapters. For these reasons,
the may |)eS( j)e
forth by reading part many bridges on account of heavier age being 44 years and he came to F w Tarbell of the Smyrna branch.
at Issue is one of such vital
Houlton with his family 12 years ago. Mrs Caroline Mathews 0f the Oakfleld
imporUiice to the life of the nation enrollment of members is the chief 0j> an al-ti<-io which appeared in the locomotives on fast passenger trains,
n“
sm-vived by hiH widow and 5 branch and ^irs Dora Burbar of the
purpose of th e N o v e m b e r c a m p a ig n . TQ IE S ot j an 1S> 1919 setting forth all of which prevented th< change
-tUUK errery cttlsen should cheerfully
children
to
whom
th/e
deepest j jnneus
It Is t’he primary ambition of the the facts.
branch.
asked
for.
Yet
with
all
of
these
beer his share of the trouble caused
sympathy is extended.
American Red Cross to be of service
It
was
voted that Southern Aroos
A
report
on
good
authority
comes
reasons
Mr.
O'Connell
was
not
b y It and certainly the government has
His remains were taken to his old
to Americans.
to
the
TIM
ES
that
the
Bangor
Chamsatisfied.
took
eha.
rer
make arrangements with
dose everything in Its power to avert
her of Commerce, and the citizens
T,
,, home in Calais on Thursday afternoon Presque Isle and Caribou and if possi
, n, , m
- * i i
. .
..
I no men from Uroostook were all
the strike.
ot Old Town assisted by certain of
for burial, which will take place under
their citizens
who have
personal 1a *'d 0,1 and tb(‘ opinion of each the direction of the Brotherhood of ble Van Buren to unite efforts in se
Ou account of the absolute necessity
curing a social worker. It was vote<L
reasons are to petition the l\ S.Rv. town represented, was to the effect
of conserving bituminous coal In every
Railroad Trainmen
to take up home service extension
Administration
to
have
all
passenger
that
Aroostook
County
did
not
think
it
possible way and also In order to keep
In order to supply the demand for trains over the Bangor and A roost ook
work.
was
being
used
right
to
give
up
their
a reasonable amount of passenger and a Daily and Weekly paper, the TIM ES R R. into and from Aroostook go by
At a meeting of the executive com*
an
fraught train services in effect, it win has made arrangements whereby they way of Oldtown instead%of Northern excellent train service at least
hour
to
accomodate
Old
Town.
mitlee
held immediately after the anbe necessary for the railroads through tvill take new- subscriptions to the Bos Maine Junction.
nual
meeting
the following officers
What
will
this
mean
to
Aroostook?
A number of those present asked
he time was Thursday evening.
out the entire country
to greatly ton Daily Post and the HOULTON
It will mean that all passenger trains
wore
elected
for
the year:
Hou.
modify their tw in service and* this TIM ES for $5.00 per year which is the will be at least 1 hour and 15 minutes the representatives from Old Town October thirtieth.
Charles
P.
Barnes,
chairman;
Dr.
T.
what
bench
I
they
would
receive
if
The
place
was
the
Free
Baptist
w ill be done immediately
in New regUiar subscription price of the Post, later in getting into Aroostook, and
S. Dickison. vice-chairman; Walter F.
the
trains
passed
through
their
city,
Bugland proportionately as it is done
church.
Those wTho are now’ taking
the 1 sanu* length of time earlier
in
leaving for Bangor. It will mean that Imi they evaded the question.
r
The occasion was the closing of a Tilcoinb. treasurer; Cora M. Putnam,
fta other sections' of the country.
IMES and wTho wish to take the , t^e
trajn reaching here under the
o f the secretary. George S. Gentle was elect
A meeting of tho managers of all ! Boston Daily Post may subscribe for ; present arrangement at 12.40 will arFrom what was learned from re contest among the ladie^
ed chairman of civilian relief; Miss
thu N ew England railroads has b e e n l^ ^ )! papers for $5.50 per year which ' rive at 2 P. M. and the Tollman leav- liable sources it was intimated that Missionary Society.
Anna
McGill, secretary for the home
The number-was forty-two.
caltod for Monday morning In BoBton, is practically the price of the Dailv ing at 4 ;!0 in tlie afternoon will have th project was started to aid certain
with a View to takhlt Off a number of ) Post
‘ 110 leave at
o'clock at least, which people having political aspirations, if
The heroines were eighteen
fair service, M. B. McKay and W. F. Bra
. . . . . . ‘ n„
■ ‘
" ’HI make it impossible for letters to
den, auditing committee; Charles H.
Uutall OU eaen line and everyeffort i
It is needless to tell what the many be answered the same day. If
it successful they could say,“ We did this damsels of the vanquished side who
Fogg and A. K. Stetson, publicity
proved themselves good losers.
WHI be madeto discommode thepub- j attractive features of the TIM ES
are. means this for Houlton. what will it for the Penobscot valley."
nnittee: L. S. Black, chairman ol
The winners, having received written
He as little aapossible under the clr-|jor it j8 we^j known, and
the Boston mean tor the hustling towns north of
General Manager Douglass of the
i mergency and disaster relief.
cumstances,which,however,
make it| p ost ts the most widelv
read dailv us’ that are frw,n two t0 three hours
■timnintni»
tJ. mnvn mnt£,riai
widely read dally further away than Houlton’’ It will Maine Central was called upon. He *»vitations to gather in the vestry at
Relative to having a registered Red
abeolutely necessary to make material, paper jn Maine, containing practically mean that the efforts being exerted said in part: “ It saves time, we think. s*iaro S7X O<’lock, weie all on time
I Gross public health nurse, it was voted
reductions in the service.
ail the days news all over the world, to better the mail and Express ser- to change at Northern Maine Junction and imagine their surprise, and.
to lay the matter on the table until
Percy R. Todd, | The Boston Post hag faculties for vice. as referred to in another column Tfae Bangor station. it is true, was fear, chagrin, when they saw no signs
after
Miss Van Zile of Boston bus
on this page will be nullified and that
they
gathering all the telegraph news in serv}(.e wju i3e worse than it is under butit with some consideration for B. of supper, evidently thinking
made
her
visit here w’hich will be on
New York,
Oct.31, 1919. j the country, second to none in New present conditions.
& A. trains. We would have to have were to have some Halloween prank
November 10. at which time she will
played
upon
them.
However
they
P. R- Todd.
j England, and'by this combination yon
it is
only another scheme of
Ban- added time here
to transfer and
listened, with as much enthusiasm as speak before the Houlton Woman's
Ploaae g lre the following statement j receive your daily every evening and gor’s to COMPEL people from Aroos- wouldn't have thesame situation as
club.
to the Press and Wire it toyour sta-|your weekly every Wednesday morn.P,aGK,°r' w^en r|,a ' before. We would
have
to
have increasing hunger will allow, to a fine
The following committee was ap
veling
through
Portland
and
Bos
program of original selections. They
bulletin j ing.
tieas th have
placed
on
ton whether they want to or not. so additional men and time. From an
pointed by George S. Gentle, chairman
were
then
requested
to
put
on
their
hoards:
' The Classifiedad column in
the that they may, as they think get a lit- operating standpoint of the
Maine
of the home service committee for the
A. T. Hardin—
TIM ES is awinner. Have you seen it? tie more patronage at the expense of ( ’mitral 1 think it would not be as wraps and march by twos out of the
coming
year: Miss Anna Magill. secvestrv. Then the groans and lamenta
“H aT int boon informed of the issu- | Telephone 210 if
you want
to Aroostook
convenient.Old Town is working for it and
(ions were many. Some tho t one thing ■retar5'; 1Irs- H- B- R ,e rv ls - superinaaee
the following order by the j accept the combination offer of a
thinks that Aroostook
people will
' ‘ r r°dd announced
after
both and some another, hut none guessed ! ten,ient: Miss S- Josephine Peabody,
Uaited 8tafes Fuel Administration, the Daily and Weekly,
trade in Old Town, when Houlton sides had presented their case that
Mann.
our destination which proved to be the Miss Hortense White. Dr. F.
director general has Issued instructions |
--------------------stores could just as reasonably ex- the trains would remain as thev are
Snell
House
where
our
valiant
s
is
te
rs
'R
MLawlls’
Mrs'
L
L
McLeod,
Mrs.
peet to have Old Town people trade n
director., to pl.ee j
in Houlton.
had arranged for a banquet to b e : Warren Skillen- Mrs' A A Stewart,
It in effect Immediately, the provisions
A large number of the Third Liberty
It is the same selfish spirit as is
Advocates of the change declared served at 7 30 Then their “ mourning ‘ ^ rs'
B' ^ c^ ay
• f the order.
Loan
$1000
Bonds
.
,
,
„ ,
Were'
shown in Penobsvot County. Federal 'after the meeting (hey do not propone was turne<1 ,nt0 joy - for the>. knew
--------‘"W a lk e r D. Hines, director general
stolen in New York City and doubtless aid money being spent between Ban- to let the matter drop, but that thev
hp „ „ rv„ d ,vith
o f railroads:
these will be offered for sale in sor and Ellsworth to accomodate the
in
,,
. r . D
would be .eived with all bnell
In mimonalrcs that want to trave, t0 Bar
<all a mass meeting m Bangor. House" elBrtency.
"'Acting under authority conferred tnese will Deoffered tor sale
The potato market is fairly active
places.
a i m me by the President of the Unit different
_
.
..
.
.
.
.Harbor in their limousines, instead of Gity Hall for a general ventilation of
So after spending a very profitable '
........ .
niAa.<n.
■>
Payment on these have been stop- putting it on the roads north of Ban- B. & A. history, and that they will ern-, j,0 U f.................
-..
.
. and many of the farmers are cleaning
ed States and by virtue of authority
in the Dining Room, all returned
ped,
amounts of gor so that the Aroostook County I ploy the best lawyers obtainable
' the numbers and’
up their stock before cold weather
coafsrred upon him by the act of Conto their homes with a very pleasant
farmer can get out of his country and
which are as follows:
carry
the
matter
to
courts
in
the
sets
in. Cobblers bring $3.40 per
grass, approved April 10, 1917, I here
and satisfied expression on their faces.
the outside world, and spend
his
24 Bonds, No. 386514— 386537.
effort to compel the Bangor & Aroos
money in Bangor.
barrel. Green Mountains $3.50.
by revoke the order of the U. S. Fuel
I Bond, No. 933696, $1000 Selfishness on the part of these, took to live up to the terms of its
A d m in is t r a t e issued Jan. 31, 1919,
The Produce News says:
20 Bonds, No. 979401— 979420
towns
at the expense of train service, charter as they see it
Insofar aa itx suspends order of the
The market this week while fully
mail service and Express service o f ;
II Bonds, No. 1562374— 1562384
From the stand that Mayor WoodU. 8. Fuel Administration of Jan. 14,
Aroostook County so that they may
In our last issue of the TIM ES w e '25cts a ba8 higher, w’as unsatisfactory
76 Bonds, No. 1562474— 1562549
1918, effective 7 a. m., Jan. 15, 1918,
_______________
get a little more trade, when already j man took when on the triP to Aroos.....
...
...
.
as dealers are generallv buvine from
w a v n i A U . u/, M fTfw
Aroostook County naturally turns took in September, from what he said ! Publ,shed an article lelating to the,
g
B
u
and expiration o f the order of the U.
much business to the wholesale houses at the meeting on Friday, and from Pr° P ° sed vote on loaning the County's .
mouth, only taking enough
8. Fuel Administration of May 25,
The first meeting of the Houlton , of Ban8 °r' the expression of members of the credit for $200 000 t0 aid the Eastern jat a time to carry them over for a few
1918, setting up preference lists and I
l.J
SkaILi.'v^ ..in
Chamber of Commerce
j days, as their past experience has
Commerce generallv
generally ft
it |Malne railroadhereby restore the said order of Jan Woman’s Club for the' year 1919— 20 ,this?
Shall we sacrifice our business
The TIMES has always worked and j taught them that this is the most
3«,191S, M d M id Portion o l the order j will be held at Watson Hall on Mon- [ “ ^regTs^to heirV h em ? T lo w ^ 'io n g I is not believed that the City of Bangor
. ,
careful course to nursue due to the
Hi May 15, 1918 to take effect as if| day* Nov. 10 at 2.30 P. M.
The .shall we, in the Garden of Maine be will be a party to this scheme to pushed hard fo1 any Pr°Ject that 1prevalence of rot.
Many of the
t l l j Hud not been suspended and I| Program will consist of Officers imposed on by allowing this petition retard business in Aroostook Countv ■wou*d benefit the town of Houlton |p0^ 0eg
Qn
fOF the
U designate the director general of rail-! Reception and tea and a talk on t0 be Presented without a p r o t e s t , for Aroostook dea]ers can buy goods a»d we will continue to do so, w orkin g! past eight or ten days have shown
sm A * and h i» ranresentatives to carry
district nurse work by Miss Van Zile Aroostook means a whole lot more { Portland although thev Drefer to ! for her interests. Don’t forget that! j up poor and diseased and had to be
Boston.
, 0* * . ; , ,
» « . .h; E* r „
^
1918, and to make such diversions of
Every member is urged to attend as Queen City realized this and not try realize as never before that Aroostook been before the public toi at least 6 stock brought $4@4.25 per 165 lb. bag.
€Odl
railroads under his dian important change in the district to impose on Aroostook any longer.
County means more to Bangor. than;years’ tbey bave sPent money in ! Maine potatoes the past few days have
surveying and locations but
unfor- shown up more desirable and it is
Notwithstanding the report of the* Bangor means to Aroostook.
H flKm as fowimnp carriers have in jnur8e worh is under consideration,
tunatelv the financing has not been j e' ddent Omt tbe prevalence of disease
tkelr possession as may be necessary j
Mrs- Annie Crockett, Cor. Sec Bangor Chamber of Commerce in
Besides those mentioned as present
.
.
! and rot in the late digging is almost
Feburary 1919, Ex-Sheriff O'Connell there were a number
(n the present emergency to provide1
________________
_________of Bangor and a smxess for var.ous reasons and . absent The same , , true c ( Cana.

Decision Reached by Regional Director Todd After
Hearing Arguments for and Against It

UNISCfl by wulKC Ol

Bfcramous Coal
Workers

So. Aroostook Chapter Elects
Officers for Ensuing
Year

railroad in

offtvenience and
question

TWO PAPERS FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE

FREE BAPTIST LADIES HAVE
BANQUET AT SNELL HOUSE

of

th. ™«tonal

LIBERTY BONDS STOLEN

POTATOES

H0W WILL THE MONEY
BE SPENT

HOULTON WOMANS CLUB

hAnd t0

which the

tar the regim ents of the country, ini
Mrs. Lome Hall and daughter Helen,
tlM order o f priority set out in the ‘ who sold their farm to W. E. Fanjoy,
preference lists included in the order; have rented the Auber house on HighO f the U. 8. F u e l- Administrator of land Ave. and are moving there this
lin y 35. 1918, as follows:
'week.

Country advices are
in the fall of the year, when it should quite strong and the market is getting
gor City government and asked that ing represented Aroostook County:
have been done three or four months 7n^° better shape, and while
some
the matter be reopened and Mayor Van Buren. Geo. H. Hammond
sales have been reported at $4.50 on
earlier.
Railroads
cannot
be
economi
Woodman of Bangor advised consult- Stockholm, M. P. Milliken
Maine stock, most on the business
cally built with short days, mud and ranged $4@4.25.
*
ing with Regional Director Percy R. r a r n,f,u, j. B. Roberts
Arrivals
of
potatoes
from
State,
____
Todd,
the
outcome
being
that
tin
cold
fingers.
“A. Railroads.
------------------------------------------------------Presque Isle. Nathan Perry
Pennsylvania and other nearby sec
meeting on Friday was called.
*‘*B. Arm y and navy, together with
Believe End in Sight
Fort Fairfield, C. A. Powers
The road if built will be a great tions, have shown some increase, but
Other departments of the Federal govWashington, Nov. 3— Official WashPercy R. Todd formerly president Mars Hill. J. M. Hovey
feeder for Houlton business men, and ! these are mostly ungraded and sold
meanmuch for people living in the i $B-50<§>4 per 165 lb. bag. Long Island
eminent.
'
ington was firm in the belief tonight of the n - & A presided, while the Houlton. Chas. H. Fogg
.
,
, . ,
[potatoes are arriving freely, and with
“C. State and county departments
t^g end 0f the coal strike was
towns through which it passes.
j qUajjty generally desirable the market
and Institutions.
; near. There was nothing definite or
Today itcosts $40,000 to build
one |is about sustained at $5 per 165 lb.
, tion. The delay thus caused has often
The ; bag, but some sources report sales at
“D . Public utility.
tangible in the way of actual developSecretary of State Frank W. Ball is|been not only extremely disappointing j
rai} r?ad _r®ady to “ ®0j $5.25®5.40. The latter is not obtain
‘“E. Retail dealers.
jments to justify this hopeful view of
,
$200,000 will build 5 miles. W ill it be IaDie
a wholesale way. The Jersey
*“F. Manufacturing, plants on in-J the situation, but everywhere the 1sendin£ out communication to auto-ito tbe «PP“ cant, but has also added
,
..
,
.
used in actual building, or to pay |potatoes are showing poor quality and
dustrlal boards, preferred list.
feeling prevailed that influences were mobile owners, at the same time send- |greany lo rne volume ot tfte work and i prespnt indebtedness. or to obtain I sales on the docks have been $3,250
“*G. Manufacturing plants not on being brought to bear to have the ing an application for the registration I exP0nsp in this department,
3.75 on the round and $3@3.30 on long
credit?
_
,TT1_ kinds, with comparatively little of
w ar industries’ board preference lists. strikers, numbering more than 400,000 of
motor Teh|c|e for ,hp
, 93ft | "It is an endeavor to eliminate In as
Towns north ot Houlton say: Why jejLher coming here showing desirable
*“H. Jobbers.
returned to work.
far as possible the necessity of return- j should we vote our credit to help ! quality.
•“1. Lake.
Confidential reports to the Depart- which was <ople(l ,rom the <a' (1 f™'
The statistical position of the maring applications which do not contain |Houlton?
“‘J. Tidewater.
be
in_
j
ket
is quite strong, and according to
ment of Justice from its agents in ,
yearIts a matter that should
*! the Government reports, the produc
‘"This order to he effective at once.’ the coal fields were said to show i “ If you are to register the same car the required information and also to
vestigated thoroughly.
tion will be lighter than any year
"H . A. Garfield, U. 8. Fuel Adminis many defections from the ranks of
for the year 1920 kindly return this encourage early registration that we
since 1910. The Government reports
tration."
the strikers. Some of the reports
the estimated production of potatoes
application to the department of State are trying this experiment of assisting
Acknowledge receipt.
in the United States on Oct. 1 at 350*>
said that large numbers of idle min
you
in
this
matter.
Only
a
compara
On
Friday
afternoon
Nov.
7
there
070,000 bu. as against the Dec., 1918,
A. T. Hardin, 3.30 A 11-1 ers had declared they wanted to re together with the fee as soon as possi
tive few such applications are being will be a mass meeting of Farmers estimate of 400,106,000 bu. and the fivs
ble.”
turn to work but were afraid.
No Change on tho 8 A A.
sent out this year but if we find the Federation at the Grange Hall, which year average, which was 4.9 per cent
“In years past many have sent in plan meets with approval we intend
. Although announced Saturday that
In this connection officials reiterat
will Include unions from Houlton, less than last year was 4,003,000 acres,
but the yield fell from 73.9 bu. to the
8$ through trains kaotm aa No. 1 and ed that adequate protection would be their applications only partially filled to make it general in the future.
Smyrna Mills, Sherman, Oakfleld, acre last year to 67.4 bu. this year.
Mk 8, Moving Bangor fo r Van Buren given. There was no specific state out or have returned their certificates
“In order that we may be able to Littleton and Monticello.
aA i l l a. m. and Fan Boron at 3.50 ment as to how this would be provid
Mr. Brown of Caribou and Mr.
The Rev. Thomas Whiteside will
of registration with the request “please determine whether or not this experi
fi a. for Bangor, would ho cancelled, ed, but it was explained that troops
ment is to meet with success we should Sullivan of New York fertilizer chemist conduct a service in the Methodist
% • « * F N M in w n and would be available at the call of the renew.” This has resulted in our hav greatly appreciate it if you would will be on hand
to speak about Episcopal Church at Littleton next
trains trf|| ran na usual until Governor who believed it necessary ing been obliged to return this year make applications for the year 1920 at fertilizer plans and prices.
Sunday providing the weather is
to preserve order or protect workers. alone over 6000 applications for correc- once.”
A good attendance is expected.
favorable.
°* Old Town appeared before tho Ban- Q|d q\nvn ,nen I)resent and the follow- ,nlI(b of tbis work has been done late j djan potatoes.

1920 AUTO REGISTRATION

MASS MEETING FOR FARMERS

V*
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W H E N K IN G S C O M E O V E R
I good they confer, always demand our,
TOO M A N Y D R IV E S
height or weight or general bodily
U. S. R. R. ADM INISTRATION
The
visit
of
the
royal
family
of
|
loyalty
and
suppport.
It
is
not surprising that some of delects. Weak eyes and had teeth
Established April 13, 1860
Director General of Railroads
Belgium to the United States has been j Often two ideals to which we stiive the various "drives” now being car- accounted for the great bulk of the
A L L T H E HOME N E W S
Published every Wednesday morning sompthing of a disappointment to some j come into conflict and we find we can- ried on for worthy objects are mov- rejections. Defective eyesight proved
people. It has been a
matter of j not be loyal to both, l e i haps loyaltj ing slowly. Aloney does not come so the obstacle to service on the part of
TIME T A B LE
by the Times Publishing Co.
Corrected to September 29, 1919
gratification to others. 1 a friend will demand that we purfreely as during the war period, and more than one-fifth of all the men
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. & Mgr.
Trains Daily Except Sunday
A few years ago a tremendous up* sue one course, which lojalty to ieli- it tequiies a herculean effort to arouse examined. Twenty-two men out of
From HOULTON
been raised |Sion will demand we puisue anothei. much enthusiasm among contributors, every hundred, to he exact, were 8.28 :i. in.--For Fort Fairfield. Caribou
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year roar and fuss would have
and Van Buren.
In advance as required by law; in upon the arrival of a foreign potentate {A ll we can then do is to decide \\hi(h |The tiouble is that the average man rejected because they could not satisfy 9.23Limestone
a. m. -For Bangor. Portland and
in our midst, and necks would have cause is the higher, and then keep |has too many demands hurled at him the army oeculists. And bad teeth
Canada $2.00 in advance.
Boston.
been strained and stretched to the faith with that cause, knowing that ^all at once. If he is an employer, his served to preclude the acceptance of 11.30 a. m.—For Ashland. St. Francis, Ft
Single copies five cents
Kent, Washburn, Presque Isle, Van
breaking point in the mad scramble j the worthier cause will bestow the j workmen are clamoring for more pay eight more out of every 100 draftees.
Buren. via Squa Pan and Mapieton.
1.40
p. m.— For Dover & Foxcroft, Green
Advertising rates based upon guaran to see a real live king and queen.
|greatest benefits.
and shorter hours. His landlord, his These two factors, accordingly, served
ville, Bangor, Portland and Boston
teed circulation.
To-day they attract little more at- j But the clashing of different loyal- grocer, not to speak of the coal dealer to eliminate .SO per cent, of all the 6.26 p. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
Boston, Buffet Sleeping Car Caribou
tention than any other people of inter-i ties often brings up another difficulty, and the tax collector, are asking him drafted men. Only four men in every
to Boston.
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
national importance.
j We may be loyal to one ideal, while for more than ever before. If he is a hundred were rejected for all other 8.02 p. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Van Buren
tor circulation at second-class
Due H OULTON
There are so many really
great I someone who is dear to us may be loy- college graduate, no matter what his reasons combined.
postal rates.
8.19 a. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
people right here in our own country al to another. In such a case our collegiate affiliation may be, the subNow. the lesson of all this is plain
gor. Buffet Sleeping Car Boston to
Caribou.
All Subscriptions are D ISC O NTIN that the arrival of the elect from other first impulse is to try to make that scription list is being handed to him. enough. As a nation we have been far
9.19 a. m.—From Van Buren, Caribou. Ft.
person
see
the
error
of
the
cause
to
And
as
for
the
man
who
is
inclined
to
U E D when more than 3 months In ar* lands is merely an interesting incident
too neglectful of minor bodily ills. A
Fairfield.
which he is loyal. But if loyalty is be philanthropic or
public-spirited, large proportion of the troubles en 12.58 p. ra.—From Boston, Portland, Banin the events of a day.
A m¥or’ Greenville, Dover St Foxeroft.
A few there are who would receive one of the chief influences for good there never was a time so prolific of countered by the army oeculists and 2.54
p. m.—From 8t. Francis, Ft. Kent.
Moat of the outward circumstances the visitors with all the pomp and in the life of mankind, we should be- monetary
solicitations from every dentists can be directly traced to in
V an B u ren , Washburn. Presque Isle,
via Squa Pan.
of our Uvea we are not responsible glory and tinsel of the old world, but ware of destroying another’s loyalty, quarter.
dividual neglect. No man by taking 6.21 p. m.— From Van Buren, Limestone
for, but we are all responsible for the the sane and sensible majority accord no matter what the cause to which he
Now there is no question that those thought can add a cubit to his stature, , .„Car*beu, Fort Fairfield.
7.59 p. m.— From Boston, Portland, Ban
way In which we regard these circum this gallant ruler and his family a is loyal, unless we can, at the same enterprises
which look to public or replace a missing limb; but even a
gor.
stances. W e should not submit our hospitable and courteous
Time tables giving complete Informsreception, time, make him loyal to a better cause, generosity for their sustenance are in reasonable measure of care and at
tion
obtained at ticket offices.
selves to them, nor allow them to blast and continue their labors of the day.
The best we can do is to respect each need of greatly increased
support, tention will get a man’s eyes and OTJO M. HOUGHTON, General Passenger
and ruin our lives. W e should look
The time of idolatrous worship of other’s loyalty, and at the same time, They, too, have felt the pinch of higher teeth into passable shape. The army’s Agent, Bangor, Me.
fo r the best In everything, think the the anointed has passed.
be sure that we ourselves are loyal costs all along the line.
But the demands in this respect were not very
beat about everything, and build up
to the highest ideal we know.
. average individual does not always } rigid. Slight defects in eyesight, if
It will never come again.
nor Uvea to agree with our highest
------------------- get a full realization of that. He only
corrected by glasses, did not debar
tbonghts.
THE CALL TO C ITIZEN SH IP
knows that for two and a half years; anybody. And “ four occluding molars’’
GOOD W O R D 8 AN D BAD
* * *
The simple, forceful, all-American
has i,een buying Liberty bonds,
Often a good reputation is seriously
enabled any one to satisfy the dental
08TEDPATH
Popularity is founded to a large ex imparled by a careless word or two address given by Chief Justice Leslie helping the Red cross, subscribing to:
requirement.
Yet
nearly
one-third
of
Graduate
American
School of Osteopathy
tent upon unselfishness. Only the per said in jest and repeated in thought C. Cornish to applicants for natuiallza- war charities
and responding to
Kirksville, Mo.
ex
son who Is forgetful of self can ever lessness. It is the same in this com tion at the S. J. Court in Kennebec appeals without number. He knows' our population, judged by our ex-
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Suite 10-11 New Masonic Building

war,
cannot
County has a message of timely im- ais0 that business conditions are even perience during the
munity as in all others.
Phone
*
Hours 9 to 12—2 to 5
Men and women cannot guard too portance to native-born citizens as mor^ unsettled than they were in the measure up to these ordinary demands.
H OULTON, M AINE
well their tongues in this respect. It well. Native Americans have a habit day S before the German strength was 1
-------- -is not good that our citizens be of taking themselves for gi anted and broken, and he does not know whither
constaq^iy exposed to the impairment of seeing their rights through one end
prevailing unrest may lead. It is
OFFICE A T R ESIDENCE
of their good names because some of the telescope and
their
duties not surprising, therefore, that men
129 Main St. Houlton, Me.
other person, in a moment of thought- j through the other. In the long run it view their outlays with greater circumThe face is often the first
lessness or in a spirit If vindictive usually turns out that if a man does Speetion than
formerly,and that
the
to betray a d eclin e in
ness, makes questionable allusions to his duty, his rights will take caie °1 canvasser for even themost deserv* * *
them without the facts to substantiate themselves.
Corner Pleasant Street aad
ing cause gets a ten-dollar bill when
strength. W hen you feel
Mothers, teach your daughters effi such derogatory statements.
Comparing the duties of voting with
expects a cheque for at least three
Highland Ave.
rundown and your face
of
citizenship,
Judge figures
ciency in the home. Teach them how
We are all interested, or should be, the duties
DR. L. P. HUGHES
surrounding Cornish said:
is colorless, the need for
to make every action count. When in this town and the
All in all. this is not a propitious
they clear the dining table, have them territory. We want to see it grow and
I have spoken of your duties as \otfor launching
now
moneyHansford W . Shaw
Seth S. Thorotoo
me so
put the bread away in the pantry in thrive, and blossom with prosperity. ers. That does not interest
much as your duties as citizens. You raising campaigns. If we can finish
stead of placing it on the kitchen table W e want to see It a model community. only vote once or twice a year. You those already under way we will do
to be put away later. Teach them to
But it will never be other than just are citizens 365 days in the year, and 'veil. Those p r o je c t h o w e v e r meri
ATTORNEYS
think of all the things they want up what we of thq community make it. it is a great deal more important for torious, which are still in the nebuPrompt attention to all business
If we insist on constantly hammering I >’ou to
an(1 to ^eJ’torm y ° in
stairs before they go after anything.
Houlton,
M a le *
,
,,
.
.
i duties as citizens than it is as voters, luos stage will do well to wait a hit
Training them In these habits early each other, we can only expect a j and {f you 1)erfor.n them
well as until the skies get clearer.
Piobate matters have Special
is p la in ly evident. Those
trains their minds for clear thinking. battered wreck as a result.
! citizens I do not •worry about your
Attention
But if we remember that in all performing them well as voters,
This quality of mind will aid them in
who
have
tried
Scott’s
know
A N A T IO N O F BAD
gave some advice as to what to
making the right decisions quickly in people there is some good, and look to
EYES AND T E E T H
its p o w e r to strengthen the
do
to
be
a
good
citizen.
His
precepts
DR.
and speak of the best in life rather
after life.
When the
war department
an
take
the
form
of
a
half
dozen
com
O EN TI8T
body, enrich the blood and
* * *
than the worst, It will have a wonder
nounced, some time ago. that 54 out
mandments
which
may
he
summar
Fogg Block
Schools may train the mind of the fully beneficial result.
put the color b a c k in the
of every 1<M) #ien called out for service
If each of us will search out his own ized as follows:
child; they may furnish him with
during the war were physically unfit
face. D o n ’t be p a le -fa c e d 1. Be law abiding.
amusement, look after his health, and |faults, and correct them, we will he
for full military duty, there were ex
DR. W.
take Scott’s Emulsion.
2.
Be
industrious.
Inspire him with the right ideas of j doing as much as the Lord expects of
pressions of amazement on every
O ST E O PA T H IC P H Y S IC IA N
The Norwegian cod-liver oil used
5.
Be
home
makers
and
home
morality; yet they can never take the j us individually,
in Scott’s Emulsion is super-refined
hand. We had no idea, before the war,
Suite °2, Mansur Block
in our own American T,at>orntories.
place of the home teaching him the j If a stone must be cast, withhold builders.
that
our
shrinkage
in
manpower
Its purity and quality is unsurpassed.
4. T a k e good care of your families.
Tel.
156
Houlton, Maine
trne meaning of love. Consequently, your arm. Let the constituted officials
Scott&Bowne,.Moomfield,N.J. 19-25
would prove so great. But now that
5. e d u c a t e your children.
handle^the
case.
It
is
better
than
an
If the element of love is lacking in the
mere detail'd figures are at hand it is
»). Go to church.
home, It Is lacking In the life of the indiscriminate shower of missiles,
encouraging
to find that the situation
If ev ery citizen of the United States
child, and his education Is Incomplete. whether they be verbal or otherwise.
was
not
really
so bad as the first an
would chart his
course
by
these
This is OUR town.
A e who does not In childhood know
nouncement indicated it to he.
channel buoys there would be scant
Let us BOOST, and not KNOCK.
what it Is to be surrounded by a loving
By far the greater proportion Of the
need to wo rry abo ut bols hevis m and
family who are considerate of him and
men rejected, it now appears, were not
..oriel unrest.
T he Constitution p ro 
LOYALTY
Who, in return, demand that he be con
turned a wav
because of deficient
vides for ev ery man opport unity Jo
Loyalty
is
one
of
the
chief
in
siderate of them, can never reach the
do the things J udge Cornish has s e 
heights of manhood he might other fluences for good in the life of man
lected as most important
for good
kind.
True
friendships
can
be
based
wise attain.
only upon loyalty; patriotism is just citizenship, and the Constitution 1ms
• • •
It is Impossible for anyone to esti an outward expression of loyalty to not been .-upereeded. It is important
A man at sixty
mate the influence which his speech |(,ur country: and only through loyalty to remember this. It. w il l be well for
A m e ric a n s to take the advic e given
years of age is
and actions may have on the lives of to the marriage ideal can lasting
by Daniel W e b s t e r on tin* occasion of
either a failure
Others. Very often we influence those domestic happiness he secured.
All good is a result of loyalty, hut his d ebate with l la y n e :
or a success. B E E C H A M ’S
of whom we are the least aware.
"Ut t ns return to tile point from
P IL L S have been made for sixty
Young people especially are inclined the amount of good resulting from
which we started in on'.er mat we
years and have the largest sale of any
'•or.stancy
to
any
one
ideal
depends
to seek to emulate some one of their
medicine in the world!
may as re rta in win-i. we now ate."
upon
the
good
which
is
itself
inherent
S o ld o n l y in s e a le d p a c k a g e s
elder? and they receive a heart-break
Millions use
_ M
T h e point, from which we started is
in
that
ideal.
One
cause
may
bo
more
ing biow when that person falls short
of their ideal. Wrong-doing would be i worthy of loyalty than another, and the Constitution and until we leave
had enough If only the doer suffered, if we are advancing in good, we will behind the fog of false notions and
but when it causes someone else to 1constants he changing the causes to the shoals of quack
philosophic
In b o u t , 10 c„ 25 c.
Sold Frerywhere.
lose faith and perhaps turn aside from v hich we arp Ioyal- although,
of whic h have been offered as substi
the path of righteousness. It is indeed f0Urse there are 80me cal,sos which.'tutes for it we may
t to navi
unpardonable. So let us make our In- b>’ the sreat and evident amount of gate a dangerous and uncertain . ours.
w in the favor of a great number of
people. A selfish person may be lov
ed by two or three relatives or intimate friends, but he can never acquire
a large circle of admirers. Self-forgetfttlness and thoughtfulness in regard
to the happiness and welfare of others
• r e the most effective means for se
curing goodwill and popularity.

A Timely Help

C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.

NEW DENTAL PARLORS

s c o rn

SHAW & THORNTON

EMULSION

F. 0. ORCUTT

B. R0BEN

i—why?

F re s h , ric h , fu ll- fla v o r e d te a
— th e s a m e e v e r y tim e

T E A 'is good tea

b

fiuences a power for good in the
world; then the stronger our influence,
the better.

T

***

No matter where we art* or whom
we are with, there will be times when
everyone “gets on our nerves.” Our
business associates will often times
become almost unbearable, and even
the dearly loved members of the fam
fly may Jar upon our feelings. But at
sneb times we should guard against
discouragement and dissatisfaction.
A s long as we are human, no two of
us will have the same opinions, desires,
o r mannerisms, and consequently no
tw o of us can ever reach a state where
wo will be absolutely congenial all of
the time. But if we control ourselves
and not give in to our feelings, such
moments of injiarmony will pass away,

*‘

cm a h

!

A n o ff d a y
You may have an off day occasionally. It may follow eating too bountifully, it
may come from overwork, or perhaps from exposure when fatigued. A dull, heavy,
tired feeling in the morning, a headache or a cold in the early stages; these sym p
toms unfit a person for doing his best, and may lead to illness if neglected.
There is a remedy, safe, sure and reliable, which should be in
every household for just such emergencies, the true and original “ L.
F.” Atwood’s Medicine. It may be safely used by persons of any
age,from children to those well advanced in years. The best way to
keep well is to prevent illness, and a teaspoonful or two of this old
standard remedy will often prevent serious illness if used at the be
ginning of trouble.
“ I find the “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine a sure relief for sick head
ache. We have used it in our family for forty years and would not
get along without it.”
Miss A. E. Leonard, Laconia, N. H.
Get a bottle today and use it when needed, fifty cents, or
write us to send you a free sample. The “L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Maine.

without harm.
P R O H IB IT IO N AG AIN
By a vote of 65 to 20 the United
ntes Senate has passed the pro*
bition enforcement measure
over
e President’s veto, just as the House
d done within three hours on the
y before. This is quick work. It
ostmtes anew what we have said
fore, that the American people are
tennlned to make the prohibition
peiiment, and that it Is useless for
y group or section to think that.
Is purpose can be obstructed. It
raid be ridiculous to assume that
•se senators and representatives do
< know what their constituents want.
All the representatives who want
stay in public life, and one-third
the senators, will go before their
nstituencles in November of next
ar. To suppose that they are mis1 as to the purpose of their conItnents or that they are carrying
it any Individual grudge or prejubo Is unreasonable. The American
eple. by all the ascertained tests
public sentiment, have decided to
force national prohibition.
They
Mikl have tried it If we had had
i war. That merely accelerated a
adency strongly under way.
The
ur la over, and the prohibition ma
rines are steadily increasing. Nor
ill the supreme court be wholly
mindful o f this phase of the quee
ns when It considers the technical
pecta thereof.

Let your own
experience decide—
If coffee Joes Kurt your nerves and gen

j

eral health, try a change to

T h e B u ic k
Patented V alve and Cage

POSTUM

Assists in devrlnr'ing a positive and pow erful
action in each iSuich V a lv e -in -H i'id M o to r

You w ill find this cereal dri::k of deli
cious coffee-like flavor, satisfying to the
taste, and a friend to health.

Truly Economical, Too
Boil for fifteen minutes after
begins.

Their accessibility, and simplicity in construction, are Buick
advantages that are appreciated, and instantly noticeable
as absolutely different from that of other motor cars.

'

Thru them flows the strength of each bubble of gasoline
directly to the piston head, filling the Buick Valve-mHead cylinder with excess power, speed, economy and
endurance creating the Buick high standard of motor
efficiency in daily operation and yearly service.

boiling

Two sizes, usually
sold at 15c and 25c
M ade by Postum Cereal Company

Battle Creek, Michigan

‘

W hen Better Autom obiles are Built, B U IC K W ill Build Them

L. S. Bean

Distributor for Aroostook County
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IN PLOT
TO KIDNAP FORD

[to obtain an English book. He got his P 0 IL E D
bellboy in a Detroit hotel, had met
[ first English book at Seattle and
young Ford and learned of his habits
, studied the language untiringly until
. .
and haunts. It was planned to use an
! he was able to pass the entrance ex
( laimnig lull knowledge of a plot automobile In the abduction and hurrv
Can you doubt the evidence of this
amination to the Salem high school. to kidnap Edael Ford, son of Hem v the vi(.tlm t0 a vacant house at MJ.
tions of the Turks, following
tured until death would put an end to
vertify
He declares that he will finish high ^ord, and holding him for a ransom Clemens, where he was to be locked Houlton citizen? You can
massacre of his father, mother, brother my sufferings when I escaped, i found
school and go to college. He is a ()f $200,000, Floyd Gray, who says he in a cellar until negotiations for the Houlton endorsement. Read this:
aad a sister, and how he traveled refuge with the American consul in
is employed by the William B. Burns
thorough student.
ransom had been completed. One-man
F. H. McElwee, Smyrna & Salem
Detective Agency. Tuesday divulged was to guard him and the others were
ttmosands of miles through several Harpoot and was able to make my way
from there in turn to Ersirim and Erz
the
alleged
plot
to
authorities
in
cmmtrles to reach America and freeto go to New York from which the |Sts., Houlton, says: “ I have suffered
injan in Asia Minor, both of which
Toledo resulting in the arrest of four ransom negotiations
were to be at times from severe pains through
\dknn is graphically told by Najarian places were taken by the Russians
men.
conducted.
■my kidneys, which have made me
oftrkJs, an 18-year-old Armenian youth from the Armenians. I joined the
They gave their names as Richard
Is Watching the Handling of AfterTo
obtain
funds
to
carry
out
their
miserable. My kidneys have been weak
Russian forces and was with them for
«< Salem, Mass.
Ramsey, 2(i, of San Francisco; Eddie plans, Gray asserts, the quartet inW a r Problems Here
a
few
months
when
bolshevism
arose
Cole, Alias xvmuey,
Kinney, 2<su
0 , of
, \ tt0 rob
. . the
.
’
„Savings
.
. i:and the kidney secretions
too frequent
Sarkis came to Salem about four
ui Louisville
ixuuihvint:, *tended
Ohio
Bank
.
and the Russian soldiers left the Jront.
Pope Benedict is greatly interested Ky.. Joseph Fisher, 24, of New York
moaths ago and is living with a
& Trust Company in Toledo. It was jin Passage. When suffering from those
From that time on I wandered about j jn tbe development of the United
lelative, M. Goshgarian, at 134% Russia, going to Moscow and Vladi-j states and the manner in which this and Claude Cameron of Toledo.
planned, he averred, to stage the hold- [attacks, I have procured Doan’s Kidney
Was Taken Into Plot
up today.
Pills from Leighton & Feeley’s Drug
Bostoi street, Salem. He studied a vostok and other places in that country handles its after-war problems
According to Gray he came to Toledo
When
Henry
Ford
had
signified
his
Store and after using them a short
Httle English at
the
American country. I tried to obtain passage for|tbe Kev Anthony Bove, pastor of St. seven months ago and while handling
.
I., a case for blg agency and to conceal his wllhnSness to meet the demand for time, I have been releived. I can’t
H ^h ra te s College, where the subject America but there was no communica- j Ann’s cburcb, Gf Providence, R.
recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills tog
tionbyship.
|said today, upon his return from
a operations, obtained employment as a $200,000 atelegram telHng of his son’s
W tm optional, and since his arrival in
“ From Russia I went into Siberia, j three-month’s visit to Italy. Fr. Bove janitor in a down town office building, whereabouts was to be dispatched from highly.”
country learned the language, so
where I was for some time a mes-j who was granted an audience with the
j j e became acquainted with Cole, New York, the confederate on guard
he was able to pass the examina- senger boy in theAmerican army. I Pope while in Rome, arrived here on wbo wag a ben boy in a local botei at Mt. Clemens having 72 hours for
Price 60 cents, at all dealers. Don't
escape.
simply
ask for a kidney remedy— get
glimii for entrance to the Salem high then went to Yokohama, in Japan, i the steamship Regina d’ltalia.
As the acquaintance ripened Gray
Doan’s
Kidney Pills— the same that
Detectives
arrested
the
four
men
fleffaoi, where he is now a student. where I remained a month. Leaving ; “ The Pope expressed esteem and alleges that he was taken into the plot
Mr.
McElwee
had. Forest-Milbum Co.
in
a
downtown
rooming
house.
They
that place, I proceeded to Tokio. In j jove for the American people,” said ard introduced to the other three men.
Starving in Russia
Vffgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
the mean time arrangements had been j y r Bove, “ and was warm in his praise Cole, according to Gray, has been a refused to talk.
He started his flight from Harpoot made for a passport to this country j o f tb e gre a t
liberty granted
t h e -----—
VRfcra only 14 years old and was in and I took the boat from Tokio, [Catholic and all other religions.”
ftossia du*ng the stormiest days of 1arriving in Seattle, Wash., and then j The purpose of Fr Boves visit to
th e revolutions. He was in Russia j came across the continent to Salem. , Italy wag to attend to church matters
when Kerensky fled from that country | While at the American Euphrates an(j to attend the dedication of the
a a i when the Lenine-Trotzky regime j Co^ ege» Sarkis studied English for a Fiumicino orphan asylum at Rome.
•^
'vV
^
___
_
.
|year.
This was the only foreign !Th e people of the Providence diocese
WSB start .
e saw
n
[language spoken in the college. Dur- gave more than half of the money for
Moscow. He says that the Russian jing his travels through Russia and : the project, Fr. Bove said. Headdresspeople are starving because of the |Siberia and in Japan he was unable ed the assemblage at the dedication.
b reaking off of communications he---------------------------------------- 'killed, while there were instances
I where men and girls were locked in
How an American consul in Harpoot, ! houses and the buildings set on fire.
Armenia, saved him from the persecu
“ I was being carried away to be tor-

REES FROM CRUEL TURKS

A HOULTON MAN’S
EXPERIENCE

POPE INTERESTED IN
OUR DEVELOPMENTS

tween communities by the Reds.

In

Mherihv he was with the American
ovaiy for several months.

T em p le T h eatre

He joined

the Russian government fbrees and
looght for some time in their ranks
Jost before the fall of the Russian gov-

#

•anunent. Though but 18 years old, he

FRIDAY,

epeekes fluently the Armenian, Gerb u

and Russian languages.

T h e wool that goes into a
m an’s suit that costs— these
days— $50 to $75, brings the
farmer who raised the sheep
only $4.50, according to the
official statement o f the N ational Asso
ciated W ool G row ers! This is one
more bit o f the evidence which

“In 1914,” said Sarkis, in relating
hie experiences, “the Turks began to
■Miblllze the Armenians. This follow
ed the opening of the big war. Turkey
joined forces with the Germans, and
when this happened persecutions
against the Armenians became worse
than ever before.
"The Turks first started to mobilize
th S

m b

. A m on g those taken w ere my

The day of home-carded
wool, homespun cloth
and homemade garments
is past—if it weren’t,
every one of us would
keep a sheep for his win
ter clothes. But we can
try to find the profiteers
who pay the farmer $4.50
and charge the consumer
$50, and eliminate them
—cutting some of the
h. c. 1. and bringing the
farmer and the city man

Paw F u r s

With all the animation and enthusiasm these youn g men pos
ses. in clearness of enunciation, in harm onious blending o f
voices and in effective rendition of every num ber, T he Century
Quartet ranks am ong the best.

Prices 25, 35, 50c

into closer and more
friendly relations. THE

Plus W a r T a x

Co u n tr y Ge n t le m a n

aims to give to every
farmer a broader outlook
on his own business; to
help him to get his just
share of the consumer’s
dollar. You can’t afford
to miss it at the present
low cost of only $1.00 a
year—for 52 big weekly
issues. Order through
me, today.

Less Than Two Cents a Week
A. C. T O Z I E R

■f

60 Pierce Ave.

A N D DEER SK INS W A N T E D
W e buy them and pay top prices.
Bring u» your collection.
Trade
“face to face” and get your money
•n the spot.
H O U LT O N HIDE A W O O L CO.
94 Kendall St., Houlton, Maine

Phone

Houlton, Maine

527— 1

BnOwBfayCwflw—
52 faMM-Sl.OO

W o n d e rfu l
h bkss

UnUM RoiM jbinBil

ThcSstsnhyKwrfngtat

12 mmm$-$1.75

52 Imsm—$2.M

N

?
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W a rm , W inter Coats at a
re a l b a r g a in p rice

bou ghtat special low prices enables
us to offer this merchandise at 20 to
90 per cent under price.

Quality

Economy

Smartest Models—High Class W ork 
manship—Lowest Prices
W e do not countenance exaggeration
o f values. I f you have not examined
o u r stocks and compared our prices,
you are wasting money
.----------------------------------- T h

e

I

This let contain s m any
$32.50 to $37.50 valu e s

Coats $30.00
an d up. T be best Coats
m oney can p rodu ce

ive the Cold
Weather the Laugh
You can do this easily if you are supplied
with one of our w arm and stylish Coats
They will prove their worth as they are
made for all round service, with a dash of
style

ues

New Lot of Coats, Suits, Coats $17.95
Dresses, Skirts and Furs
Many new Dresses, Skirts and Furs Coats $27.50

9

Some of the materials used are Velours,
Broadcloths, Silvertones, Bolivias, Polos,
Plushes, etc., beside the always comfort
able Fur Coats.
New models in Women’s and Misses’ Suits,
in all the popular materials, some plain,
some fur trimmed
For the prudent buyer our store is the
place you have long been looking for

Suits $ 1 5 .0 0
an d up.
E ntire stock
n o w s e llin g at v ery lo w
p ric e s

-- ----------------------------------

, G a rm e n t S to re
D. P. McLeod

at Main Street

A Quartet composed of you n g men o f rare ability, every m em 
ber being a musician as well as a singer, they are at their best
in the songs that call fo r vigorous action.

is presenting almost weekly that some
where in the mysterious journey o f
food and clothing materials from
grower to consumer someone is get
ting more profit than is fair to either
farmer or user.

Tortured by Turks

Reliability

The Century Male
Quartet

GENTLEMAN

“All of the priests were gathered
together and th§ir heads were burned
aff them. In some instances men were
pet in prison and abused until they
wore forced to confess that they had
nvais in their possession. When this
•eonfesslon was made the men were

Nov.

S. W . Dimock offers

Tie COUNTRY

tether and brother. Hundreds of men
were dragged from their homes to the
aMantains, where they were killed.
: There then followed an order that the
wemen and children be mobilized. My
WMtlter and a sister were included in
this order. The Turks brought the
women and children together and
drove them like cattle into the deserts
the Arabian country. They were
driven on until overcome by exhaus
tion and they died where they fell.

J

HOULTON

Houlton, Maine

The Store that seUs " Wooltex ” Coats
and Suits

E R M A N
Cl o a k

St o r e

NO-59 MAIN ST-

|^ J V ic A e r s o n ^ S i o i

Houlton • Ma i n e
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P A M FOUR

•‘No obstacles have at any tii
been Faced by the Treasury in ?h
way of redemption of these War Sa\
ings (tertificates, and it should b
generally u::d» ret nod that the ow ir
of a certii'CU'O b:i' an absolute ri;
to redeem it in a ■rdance with it
refusal to mak<
terms. A iv eare
MUght to the atsuch redcuptioi’.. i'
tention of the Tro: iiy, will result i ”
prompt action.
Prevent Payment to Rascals.
"The Government needs the money
and hopes the holders of War Savings
Certificates will retain them, hut will
place no obstacle in the way of tho
bonafide holders who request pay
ment. On the other hand, the Seen
tary will exercise every means with;
the power of the Treasury, and ha:
asked the co-operation of the Po.
Office Department, to prevent pa>
ment being made to those rascal
who are buying the certificates an
Stamps for less than their redemptioi
value and promptly turning then in t
the Government for redemption at a
profit, and serves notice upon thos
people who are engaged in this dis i
reputable business that this is th
settle'd policy of the Treasury.”
!

SAYS TURKEY HAS
GLORIOUS FUTURE
“No^r that there is hope of turning
aalda from the horrors of misrule, in
justice, deportations,

massacres and

tontines, out of a wonderful past one
■ »y

construct a

vision of a more

glorious future for the land of

GLASS ISSUES
SHARP NOTICE
W arns Traffickers in W a r Sav
ings Securities

the

BANKRUPT’S PETITION FOR
DISCHARGE
In the matter of
!
Harry A. Snowman
j in BankruptcyBankrupt. |

Sale of Ladies’ Suits
•T«W... .

Our Kiitire Stock of Ladies and .Vi:-u:s Suits will he closed out
a. ureutly reduced prices at once.
As merchandise is very high and everything is on the jump, this
• ’ :u: D.nhear ;l of filing to do, hut we should worry.
W e ar.
keening up our reputation of giving good values, regardles of any
loss we may incur.
W e still have a lovely assortm ent o f Suits left, consisting o f
such m aterials as Silvertones, Trocitine,
V elour and
Oxford
cloths.
Also Serges and Poplins. This is your chance to sav'
money and get a new Fall Suit.

Suits thatfsold for $65.00

will be cut to

$47.50

Suitsithat sold for $55.00

will be cut to

$37.50

Suits that sold for $42.00

will be cut to

$29.50

Suits that sold for $35.00

will be sold for

$23.75

and other similar good values

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
HARRY

A.

SNOWMAN

of

Caribou j

Turk.”

Because of the numerous reporl i in the County of Aroostook and |
A bulletin, based on a communica o f dishonest traffic in T reasu ry j fu||y reprraents ,hat on lhc 5th da'y
tion from William H. Hall, continues: Savings Certificates and W a r Sat - j December, 1919, last past, he was duly!
“The land of Turkey looks out on ings Stamps reported to him, So; - adjudged bankrupt under the Acts o f!
retarv of the Treasury, Carter l Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that I

the present from a historic past that
has issued a w a m i n e
t () j he has duly surrendered all his property
Ifiass, nas issued a w a r n i n g
, and rights of property, and has fully
to the study of all ages. Out of that
holders and future buyers O f tllCS1 j complied with all the requirements of
past
speaks military power and C O Y ^ r n m e n t .•'O^urities.
Tn Id I said Acts and of the orders of Court
material wealth, literature and art, warning he urges those now hold ' Kuching his bankruptcy.
phJloeophy and religion. And that land
intt these certificates to avoid a!. ' decroed by the c; ur, to have a fu„ dls.
which today lies desolate, with its
dealers and re eom these secun j charge from all debts provable against
marvelous natural resources neglected, ties only through postoffices. Sec- this estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
and its people, who wert the glory of
retary G lass’ warning reads «d except such debts as are excepted b y
I taw from such discharge.
the past,
repressed
by injustice, fo llo w s:
! Dat e d this :?ot h d a y
of
Oc t o be r ,
A.
cruelty
and
tyranny— that
land
To Protect Buyers.
I D.. IM111.
possesses today the same elements
“These securities were not intended
H A R R Y A. S N O W M A N ,
that made it the first to develop a to be negotiable and for the prote<
Ba nk r upt .
Ntion of the owners, in case the,
modern civilization.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
“The same broad plains that once necessities required, provision w;i
made
for
the
redemption
of
War
Sav
fed and clothed a population of 40,000,Di st ri ct of Mai ne, N o r t h e r n Di vi si on. : s
ings certificates at post offices upcc
tOO human beings are waiting today
; o n the 1st d a y o f N o v e m b e r , A. D..
ten days’ notice, at a fixed prio
for the plow, the seed and the reaper.
1919, on r e a d i n g the f o r e g o i n g o e l i t i o r
representing the original purdi;,
It is
The mountains still hold riches of coal
pri££.with an addidon for interest.
‘
Or
d e r e d by t he Court, T h a t
a I ■-.wing
and iron and copper. The quarries
he had upon the s a me on the 1:j111 d a y of
still have abundance of choice marbles.
De c e mb e r . A. I
11*11*. b e f o r e '-aid emir*
BANKRUPT'S PETITION FOR
The rivers are potent with power to
at
B a n g o r in
sai d Di stri ct,
Northern
DISCHARGE
Di vi si on at 10 o ' c l o ck in tlm
f or eno o n;
turn the wheels of industry.
The
and that noti ce t h e r e o f be pubii.-i.ed m
natural harbors invite the fleets of Re r l o y Da r k e r
In Da n k r u p t e y
the l l o u l l o n T i m e s , a ticwspa p< r pri nt ed
Bankrupt!
merchantmen and the river valleys
in said Di stri ct, N o r t h e r n D i v i - Dn , n mi
and mountain passes offer
natural ( To the lion. Clarence Hale, Judge of the t hat all k n o w n creditor-; and o t h e r p -r’ id
District Court of the United S t a t e s for sons in i nterest , m a y a p p e a r at 'lie
lines of communication and transporta
t i me and place, and show cause, it' any
the
District
of
Maine.
tion, as in the days
when great
t he y have, w h y the n r a y e r of .-.aid p hi
DERLHY
DARKER
of
Woodland
caravans passed along these natural in
the County
of Aroostook,
and ti nner shoul d not be g r a nt e d.
highways, bringing the merchandise State of Maine, in said District respect And it is F u r t h e r Or d e r e d by the Cot rt.
of the East to the markets of the West. fully
,

represents that on the 21st d a y
,
i of November. 1918, last past, he was duly
e whole land has been lying, adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
fallow for centuries— a land
that ' Congress relating to Bankruptcy:
that
modern exploration reveals as one o f he haR du,y surrendered all his property

Yliat
the
Cl e r k
shall
send
by
mai l to all k n o w n c r e d i t o r s c opi es ,,f -• id
pet i t i o n
and thi s
order, ad d r e s s e d
to
t h e m at
( h e i r pl aces o f
n
sta ted.

the richest In natural resources and ! and ,!'l* hts,.'?f pr° pf " y’ and has . ,u" y
.
.
; complied with all the requirements of
as unsurpassed
by its geographic j sald Acts and of the orders of Pourt
location for being the trade center o f } touching his bankruptcy,

W i t n e s s t he H o n o r a b l e Cl a r e m
II. le,
J u d g e o f the
sai d Cour t , and the
cal
t he r e of , a t B a n g o r in t he N o r t h e r n D i v i 
sion o f said Di stri ct on the 1st d a y of
N o v e m b e r . A. TY. 11*11*.
( L . S. )
ISABCL S H E E H A N
De p u t y Cl e r k

,

the world.
“Exclusive Of Arabia which
paver
more
than
nominally

j Wherefore he prays, That he may be
w a s i decreed by the Court to have a full dis-

the ,' ^ arg®d / rom_ ,aH debts p r o v a b l e against
! his estate under said bankruptcy
OttomSn dominion, the Turkish empire j except such debts as are excepted by
embraced about 540,000 square miles ; law from such discharge,
e f territory at the beginning of the | Dated this 28th day of October, a .
world war. Only about 10,000 square >1919
D E R L E Y D A R K Kit,
mile* of this were in Europe. The
Bankrupt.
Turkish empire was equivalent to the
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
combined areas of the British Isles.
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
France and pre-war Germany. It was
On the 1st day of November, A. I >..
larger than all of the area east of the 1919, on reading the foregoing petition,
Mississippi and north of the Ohio and it is—
'

'

.^ 1

Potomac rivers.
ihml .

v.

,

,

J

A t r ue c o p y o f p e t i t i o n and o r d e r then-on
( L . S. )
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
D e p u t y Cl e r k

L A D IE S — This is a bona-fide offer and you k n o w from past ex 
perience that we never advertise anything that w e d o n ’t live
up to.

|
|
i
;

A N A B S O L U T E S L A U G H T E R O F PR ICES O N
L A D IE S ’ SU IT S

'

Variety

Value

Service

Style

EVERYTHING
IN LADIES WEAR
N. 3.--S uits for the early spring will be higher than ever
before

Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
. be had upon the same on the r.th day

a

The boundaries were the Black of December A D 1919 beforo
c(iurt
sea and Caucasus on the north, Egypt at Bangor in said District, Northern
on the south, the Aegean and Med Division at 10 o ’clock in the forenoon;
iterranean seas on the west, and the and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
Syrian desert and Persia on the east. In said District, Northern Division, and
“Turkey in Europe was almost a that all known creditors and o t h e r pernegligible area, as the Balkan wars ■sona *n interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any
stripped the
Turks of all their
_
they have, why the prayer of said petiBuropean possessions
except Con- Uoner should not be granted.
etUOttaople and a narrow
territory; And it is further Ordered by the Court,
alone the Bosphorus and Dardanelles, •That the Clerk sha11 send bv mail to a11
M mites in width; so that when the
;.°V'aa " r ™ld p,,‘“ lon
_ . . .
.
i and this order, addressed to them
Turkish empire had been referred to j their places of residence as Stated.
in reesnt years Asiatic Turkey was all
w it n es s the Honorable Clarence Hale,
that the term embraced, except the J.ud» e ,of *h® s:iid Court- and the seal
thereof, at Bangor In the Northern Divi
city of Constantinople and a small sion of said District on the 1st day of
amount of adjacent territory.
November, A. !>., 1919.
“Roughly speaking, Turkey was
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk.
divided into five great provinces, or
districts— Anatolio, Armenia, Kurdis A. true copy of petition and order thereon
Attest:
ISA B E L SHEEHAN,
tan, Mesopotamia and Syria.”
Deputy Clerk

vmrnmmmmmrnm----Subject all women agree.”
“You are positively making me
▲Hot Grey whs a young house- hungry— Premium Soda Crackers
kcspdr, hot her words rang true and seem to come at just the right time,
they held pretty Bessie Palmer's studio matter
where they come,”

■nughed Bess.

“These crackers,” continued A lic e ® ‘They do, in all seriousness. Torn*
“are one of the rare nrHr»lp« nf fnm KdTCtitc is always ready to welcome
that fit the menn at
‘T 0 <)r‘me favoriD-s
They lend a ttractiven esO oallpo rW ' “
^ ^ 'J'1ll 111«
to eat is
ttons of the meal. They satisfy th<tterve f
Hobby and Agnes deelc.vo
most capricious appetite.
B h c National Biscuit Company had

******

when they

« . « « o f t t s m a n j famous PrwjHhvayn look for the^ame Trcmiun •
■eta a t Om Natlooml BIk u U C o m H n tl|e
,TS; ’
puny.

" J’

. . . .

^

a

w

b

l

e

champion,” said
cracker from
s w r hoard ofJJ | ^ ^ ,7r
filling her
.T h e re ’s a fo u r-fo d d.sW ^ p n.t
ws
tinctiveness to P R E M I U M S O D A
; their convenient size, their
m ealy texture, their different flavor and their
slight saltiness. T h ere’s all ’round enjoyment o f
.their goodness at every
par
meal, whether th ey’re eaten
Among aU

CRACKERS

Economic a

b y them selves o r w ith oth er

Special Terms for Fall Delivery

foods.

The name PREMIUM ia on
every cracker. Sold by the pound
and in the famous ln~er-seal
Trade Mark package.

wi
how
not hnl

N A T IO N A L BISCUIT
COM PAN Y
_____ ^SrUneedaBteeuK

ere, they
served at home"
leach. W e eat
g from soap to deml
Thereto never a meal at our house
wfthmrt them. They make a parappeal to every appetite.”

a
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“ No, de factory is made of bricks.’*
the sprouts upon the seed. The e a rly ! of 100,000 pair of shoes a month is many times the histories of nations
absolutely
necessary
and
that
blankets
are
symbolized
in
their
flags.’
“ Now, Laszky: What do you make
EFFECT OF TIM E OF CUTTING
’cu;i; lorei?
was being fried
and medical supple s are a matter of
As
in that factory?”
first of a serit <;f bullet'ns
PO TATO SEED UPON TH E CROP,
c< :i: l .. 11 th ■ 'iiiesti .i
by the
“ Thirty dollars a week.”
i’ “ Fla., You May N ee:;' Have . . l e t "
cut s od ha;i the sprouts on. Til * late sore a
•.. i.‘. .1
Lie
b-'gan.
“ No, no! What does the factory
the society quotes from a communica
cut seed had the sprouts removed.
Soldiers Clothed in Rags
Now, Laszky, what ao
li do?”
make?”
Oteorvations
made
in
Aroostook From this trial it is not clear whether
tion concerning the emblems of tw o :
Yen?’’ asked Laszky.
At Minsk, with my own eyes, I saw
“ I dunno; a lot uv money, I think.”
County in 1919.
j “ When you work, of course,” said
the early cutting or the sprouts upon men on sentry go with uniforms close “ vest pocket nations” as follows:
“ Now, listen! What kind of goods
the early cut seed or both were
“ The red and white flag of Monaco'; the lawyer,
to tatters and with shoes which were
does
the factory produce?”
It Is a common practice
among responsible for the reduced yield.
only shoes in the upper part. These floats over the smallest nation o n : “ Vy, work
“ Oh,” said Laszky, “good goods.”
Aroostook farmers to cut their potatoes But the results are
certainly sug men were-without overcoats. At Lusk, earth. The entire area of the territory
"1 know,” said the lawyer, “ but
“ I know, but what kind of good
for seed some time ahead of the plant gestive of the need of caution in the
from which two adventurous news whose symbol of authority it is, is what at?”
goods?”
ing so as to have the bulk of the seed matter of time of seed cutting with
“At a bench.”
papermen flew into Kief recently, the only eight square miles. Although it
“ The best.”
cut when the pplanting begins. There reference to the time of planting.
“ O h !” groaned the lawyer “ Where
same condition was in evidence— lack is smallest in area, there are three
“ The best of what?”
is no experimental evidence to show l
CHAS. D. WOODS.
of equipment; the same
spirit of smaller in population. It has 23,000 do you work at a bench?”
“ The best there is."
Director.
that the seed cut earlier in the season
“ In a factory.”
courage and determination and the inhabitants, as compared with 5231 for
“ Of what?”
produced crops
inferior to those
"What kind of a factory?”
same forebodings on the part of the Andorra, 10,716 for Liechtenstein, and
“ Of dose goods."
originated from seed cut shortly be
“ Brick.”
military authorities as to what will 11.513 for San Marino.
“ Your honor,” said the lawyer. “ I
fore planting time. It is also not an
“ You make bricks?”
“ Monaco is a small principality on
really happen unless some supplies
give it up.”
uncommon occurrence that the seed
are forthcoming. The men, they say. the Mediterranean, surrounded by the
“ It will be a catastrophe for the
tubers,
especially
of
the
early
would
advance
and
suffer
with French department of Alpes-Marivarieties like the Irish Cobbler, will world if the Poles withdraw their lines
equanimity if they had some definite time, except on the side toward the
sprout In the bin before they are c u t1yet unless they are
fortified with
idea of when the supplies were coming sea. After 968 A. D. it belonged to the
for seed, or if cut some time before <something besides joy-riding missions
The
reigning
through, hut they do not dare promise house of Grimaldi.
planting, the seed pieces w ill sprout, and commissions, who help to
eat
what they fear they will not be able prince was dispossessed during the
Mr. McKinley’s letter
Again, there is apparently no evidence up the meagre food supply of Poland,
French revolution, in 1792, and died
to deliver.
brings cheer to all who
pointing to seed sprouted before plant- they are hardly to be blamed if they
may be sufferers as he
If the Polish army is left without in 1795- In 1814 the principality was
tag as being responsible for a reduc-j allow to
enter their minds the
re-established,
but
placed
under
the
was.
Read it:
lir a in yleMLi In the course of a series ! thought that they are being victimized |supplies to face the winter, the results
“I can honestly say that I owe
protection of the kingdom of Sardinia
Of co-OperatlVe fertilizer experiments ( by the allies.”
misfortunes which will attend must
*ny life to Peruna. A fter some of
by the treaty of Vienna in 1815. In
the best doctors in the country
conducted last summer by the M a in e1 This declaration is contained in a j rest uP°n the heads of the allied
„
4
„
gave me up and told me I could
Agricultural Experiment Station in communication from James C. White, j powers, who have stood silent while
‘ j _e ° 'vns ° 1 en ° ” e an
°°'
not live another month, Peruna
•aved me. Travelling from town
Aroostook County all the above named head of the Polish information service i requests were being made ^or aid. This cabruna (now known as Roquebrune)
to town, throughout the country
and having to go into all kinds
fncfpm incidentally entered Into one ; in the United States, who as been n j must not be taken in any sence as an revolted and declared themselves free.
of badly heated stores and build
The prince thereupon edd his rights
ings, sometimes standing up for
osportaout at one o f the co-operating ! Poland several months, to his head- I inspired statement. In my conversahours at a time w hile plying my
over
them
to
France
and
the
principal
"fUnns. The observations madeon this I quarters here. The letter dated War-J Mon with the Polish officers in corn
trade as auctioneer, it is only
ity thus became geographically
an
natural that I had colds fre
field are of Interest as they
throw j saw, Sept. 2$, and made public here to- j mand, they
have beenfar from saying
quently;
so when this would
anything
so
direct.
They
have
sought
enclave
of
France,
when
the
Sar
Mr. Samuel McKinley, 2504 2.
occur I paid little attention to it,
M » e light upon a certain practice ] day, says;
22nd St., Kansas City, Mo., Mem
until
last
December when I con
to
lead
me
to
believe
they
can
hold
on
dinian
garrison
was
withdrawn
and
followed In the potato growing
In |
He,Din_ Hand
ber of the Society of U.^L Jewelry
tracted a severe case, which,
Aawoetooh County
Needs He p g a d
, any way BUt the so] djers are only the protectorate established in 1815
Auctioneers.
through neglect on my part
settled on my lungs. W hen al
In the experiment TOferred to above
“ Pollsb courage, patience and opti- |human beings; they are moving out of ended.The prince .was an absolute
most too late, I began doctoring,
but* without avail, until I heard
Sold Everywhere.
fn tm a c r carrying the 5-2-3 was’ tested i mism are Proverbial- but the Baders in their own vicinage, and all the time 'ruler until 1911, when a representative
O f Peruna. ' It cured me; so I
Tablet or Liquid Form
cannot praise It too highly."
neatest 5-7-3 goods and both were j the Present government at Warsaw, |the Bolshevists, one way or another, government was set up.
compared with 4-8-8 goods.
Three I
and m^^ary alike, have reached a ! are making overtures to them.
“ San Marino claims to be the oldest
Plata, Nos. 1, 3, and 5 were planted j polnt wbere> with continued delay in
„ In al] my traveling I must say I state in Europe. Next to Monaco, it is
with 5-7-3 goods, three other plots, |tbe extendinS oS the helping band* t0und a very fine spirit of appreciation *n area the smallest independent counNos. 2, 4, and 6 werd planted with j rauch that tbe Poles have dreamed o f . f what the American nation has done; try in theworld. It has 30square miles
W -S , and tw o plhta, Nos. 7 and8 were j and 8uffered for wU1 become
m i- lindeed the uniforms
in many cases : of territory and a population of 11,513.
An Old Family
FOR EMERGENCIES
planted with 4-8-5 IW flllzer. The size jP ° ssible- Poland will not give over; which shelter the men are of American The coat-of-trms consists of three hills
Doctor’s
Favorite
o f fho pints varied from 2-3 to % of jthe Poles do not dream o i g M h g ovef ’ j make and the overcoats are a part of j In gold uppon a field of bine. These
Prescription
an acre In area. A ll plots were Plant-, f ” d tbeyt wllI fl« bt to the end^ with ;the surplus stock of America, hut the hills are Monte Gulato, Monte Cucco
t t with the ..m e seed of the Irish “ >elr
the waU ^ u,1 1 ’ supply is practically exhausted and and Monte Gista, each bearing a castle
Relieves Colic, or Cramps. Good for
- Cobbler variety, hot the condition a n d , the w° rld wants the peace which . more stocks are needed.
surmounted by a plume. The shield
Insect Bites.
Nothing better for
of the w ed was not uniform. 80 loudl>' Proclaims, the world must
“ At Coblenz and in France the Amer- has a « old crown as a crest and is
Sprain, Strains, Burns, Bruises, etc.
surrounded by branches of laurel and
Meet of the aeed was cut 3 to 4 weeks Kive Poland a hand
An all around remedy. Sold Every
“ Long
In the days when the
where. No poisons or opiates
before planting. As the planting was
x ^ « 6 ago, ixi
®
oak
united
by
a
ribbon
inscribed
with
American officer said to me. would he
rather late, on June 3, the seed Pollsb Propagandists were seeking for a dream-possession for
the Polish tbe word ‘Liberty.’
te d sprouted rather badly
in the recognition at the hands of the allies
army; underclothes, uniforms, shoes,
“ The ensign of the republic of San
Poland as a
terrela, though it looked to be sound much was said about
socks, heavy outfits. The Bolshevists Marino consists of a field the upper
I « planting, the seed with the sprouts barrler to bolshevism,
know this and in the last issue of the
part of which is blue ami the lower
attached ran through the planter so
“ The Czechs and other people also
‘Hammer,' as it called---their paper
half white.
The
eoat-of-arms
is
that for the moat part the seed pieces J°lned ln declarations that they were
taunted the Poles with having
w itt their sprouts on were deposited >-ead-v t0 stand for the Protection of embarked on the job of pulling chest centred on it. ■
western Europe. Since my arrival in
In tte farrow. This seed was used in
“ With its field shared by yellow and
nuts of the fire for the allies and asked
P o la n d it h a s b e e n m a d e p la in to m e
planting' plots 1-5 and plot 7.
The . . . ..
rr
„ i ___ the Polish soldiers during their shiverred,
the latter occuping the lower half,
that the Poles are today keeping the
otter lot of seed was sprouted to the
, .
,
ing periods to think gratefully of the the national banner of the principality
m ae extent as the above but was n o t , pled* es and the Promises made in that great stocks of supplies which the
'
no ullnu nanirtrl xirltli fVifc rHctin/»tinn
cat for seed until shortly before ear^ er period with this distinction, English, French and Americans had of Liechtenstein flies over a nation
1that the brunt is coming practically
teing planted. In catting these tubers
and would not sell them. All this Avas having an area of 65 square miles.
on them alone. The one and only real
tte sprouts w ere removed. Plots 6 and
written in very good Polish on brown . “ The blue, yellow and red flag of
barrier against bolshevism today is
8 were planted with this seed.
that of the Polish soldiers, and to the "™ PPlnK l>aPer and smuggled into the Andorra, with its coronet in the cen
For the present purpose we shall west of their lines the Czechs, the Polish lines. This is the sort of stuff tre, is the youngest thing in the nation.
consider only plots 2, 4, and 8 as form- Austrian^, even the Germans, are able to which attention must he paid.”
It is only 50 years old, having been
tag one series, and plots 7 and 8 as to co-ordinate their civil activities with
originated in the reform of 1866 to
representing the other series with only such disorder as may be of an
emphasize the autonomy of the valley
reference to the different seed and
internal origin.
fertiliser they received. Plots 2 and
but neither of the co-suzerians has
“ A glance at the map of central and
4 both had the same amount of 5-2-3
How many flags do you recognize? approved it. It is dispiayed when the
eastern Europe w ill tell the story
goods and sprouted seed cut some
“ Though the world war has served council is in sesion.”
better than any words. The Poles are
time before planting and having the
to
familiarize us with flags of some of
policing and holding a line— thin in
sprouts on. P lo t .6 had exactly the
many places, and yet the only affective our allies, the average person’s reper
, same fertilizer treatment but was
line against the forces of disorder- toire of flugs still does not exceed half
planted with seed cut just before
which' stretches from Dwinsk, on the a dozen.” says a bulletin from the
planting with the sprouts removed.
Dwina river to the east of Minsk, and National Geographic Society.
Plots 7 and 8 had the same amount of
then down to Lusk, where it is in
4 -M goods hut differed in respect to
Flags are important not only
as
touch with the army of Denikine,
seed, plot 7 having the same seed as
patriotic and artistic emblems, but You don’t have to rub it iu
which is holding Kief. Even for a
plots 2 and 4, and plot 8 having the
to get quick* comfort
well-equipped army, the task would
same seed as plot 8.
be tremendous; for the Polish army is
ing relief
Up to about the latter part of a terrible one, not for lack of spirit,
August the plots did not show any or courage, or a desire to aid hu
Once yon ve tried it on that stift
marked difference except that those manity, but becuse of the condition of
joint, sore muscle, sciatic nain. rheu
A doctor's prescription.
matic twinge, lame back, vou’ll hnd
with 5-2-8 fertiliser looked poorer than its equipment.
Internal and external use.
a warm, soothing relict vou never

EXPERT WITNESS

EFFECT OF TIME OF
CUTTING POTATO SEED
UPON THE CROP

PO U N D LOSING FAITH
IN ALLIES

[^Ow^M^jfcto PE-RU-NA
It
Cured
Me

TAKE

A

BOTTLE

TO

CAM P

BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL

a package
before the war

AVERAGE PERSON
KNOWS 6 FLAGS

GET SLOAN’S FOR
YOUR PAIN RELIEF

Y es—

tte plots which had received 4-8-6
“ Today this army, which is really
goods. On August 22 It was noticed
fighting for the world, which has al
that plots 2 and 4 looked poorer than
ready made Poland a peaceful place so
plot 8, and plot 7 worse than plot 8.

An inspection o f the plots showed 63

per cent of wilted hills In plots 2 and
4, and no wilted plants In plot 6; like
wise, plot 7 showed 40 per cent of
dead hills and plot 8 only 3 per cent.
The yields bear out these observations.
In the flrstcase the seed cut just be
fore planting yielded 29bairrels per
acre more than the early cut seed and
in the other Instance there was an
Increase of 31 barrels per acre. The
large differences are far outside of
experimental error.
The very
considerable
loss
as
occasioned by the use of sprouted seed j
cut a fairly long time before planting .
is actually greater than the above
figures Indicate which refer to total
yields. Upon sorting the
potatoes
from these plots Into merchantable
and culls It developed that the plots j
where the early-cut seed was used had |
a considerably higher percentage of |
culls than the other plots.
The mere difference in the time of
cutting the seed tubers cannot
be
considered as alone accounting for the
large
difference
in yield.
It
is i
customary to cut seed in Aroostook j
County some time before planting. |
There is a general belief that no harm -'
ful results follow provided the cut
seed has not been allowed to heat i
before planting. The abnormal con
ditions of the first half of the past
growing season In Aroostook County i
were undoubtedly partially responsible ;
for the results here reported. Through- j
out June a drouth unusual for the
locality prevailed and the potatoes on (
all of the plots suffered from lack of
watoT In their early growth.
The i
early ent and sprouted
seed
w as!
placed at farther disadvantage In t h a t:
ft te d lost considerably more of t h e ;
water stored In the seed tuber, than
had that which was not cut till plant
ing time. Consequently its vitality was
weakened, and the plants from
it j
wore more readily attacked by the i
fungus which causes the Verticlllium
w ilt It Is also claimed that this wilt
fungus la more destructive in dry
sohsoas when soil temperatures run
relatively higher.

It is to be noted that In this experi
ment there are two variables, time
«f cutting and leaving or not leaving

that in Warsaw and far to the east
soldiers are Only in evidence when
passing back and forth, is deficient in
many ways. I was told the other day
that at least 100,000 heavy overcoats
are needed at once, and that a delivery

You

Over 100 years of success.

Johnsons

AomNLiniment

a wonderfully soothing, healing, paih ban
ishing a n o d y n e for Coughs, Colds. Sore
Throat, CJrippe, Cramps, Chills, Bronchitis,
Tonsilitis, Sprains. Strains and many other
aches and ills. Safe -sure — satisfying.

thought a liniment could produce.
Won’t stain the skin, leaves no muss,
wastes no time in applying, sure to
give quick results.
A large bottle
means economy.
Your own or am
idher druggist has it. Get it todav.
.Uc 7u< 81.40

5

5

c a package
during the war

c a package

NOW

THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

Use Less Coffee Per Cup
T h e Coffee

OVER-EATING

M aine Folks

is the root of nearly all digestive
evils. If your digestion is weak or
out of kilter* better eat less and use

Like
Lesm coffee means real economy. Surely you will wish to practise real econ
omy these days. Buy the Yellow Label round c&rton, lettered in black and gold,
of your dealer. Premium coupon in each.
Thurston and Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Maine

(119)

Kl-MOIDS

the new aid to better digestion.
Pleasant to take— effective. Let
Ki-moids help straighten out your
digestive troubles.
MADE BY SCOTT tk BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION

19-1A

157

Service in Life Insurance
Service, Service, Service It’s the
keynote of modern business. There
are many ways in which the Life
Underwriters can he of service to his
policy holders .such as looking after
details in securing policy
loans,
changing beneficiary and changing
method of premium payments, etc.
Please consider when applying for
L ife Insurance the advantages you
would gain in the way of future ser
vice by plcing it through our Agency
for the New England Mutual Life
Insurance Company, where you would
have a man right on the job near at
home to look after your interests.

E a t M o re B r e a d
I t ’s a food your body needs,
For greatest nourishment and
finest flavor, use

W i L L IA H T ELL
FLOUR

N. C. ESTABROOK, DISTRICT MANAGER

and make it in your own home

New England Mutual life Insurance Company
FRISBIE BLOCK

BOULTON, MAINE

SO LD

BY
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FAQa TIN

COULD HARDLY WALK
UPSTAIRS, SHE SAYS
Mrs. Annie Eagle Is Well And Strong
Now Praises Tanlac.

St. Mary’s football team, a goodly
aggregation of rooters journeyed to
Houlton via auto and played Hmsiton
High, getting trimmed by a score o f
13 to 0, Houlton scoring in the l.i.-d
minutes of play.
Rooters for the college did not feel
at all bad about losing this game.
Houlton has a fast team and plays In
fast company. St. Mary’s also played
their first game of the year, and had
five men on the team who had never
played a game before, while eight of
them had never played in faster com
pany than a grammar eleven.

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

rare ability and of his talent he was
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
most generous, always being heard
Prospective
Brides
should
insist
upon
with pleasure especially
his vocal Newest novelties in suappy winter
Houlton Flour and Feed Mills (The
having a Hand Made Wedding Ring
millinery now at Sincoek’s.
145p
old Merritt mills.
Telephone 470
selections.
by OSGOOD.
W. E. Carr, Prop.
Three or Four milk customers wanted.

m
arinello

Wm. E. Fanjoy, Tel. 81-1

145p House for rent. Inquire at office of
Parker M. Ward, Dunn Furniture Co. Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
Mr. Basford will tune your piano if
be exchanged at the TIM ES office
145p
“ Although it has been some time
you will leave your order at any of
for any machine.
the music stores.
now since Tanlac ended my suffering
Diamonds are high in price but they
MRS .
M. A. O R F O R D
1 am still feeling line," said Mrs. Annie
are much lower prices at OSGOODS Mr. F. C. Bryson has accepted a
Its
Alarm
Clock
time
and
Osgood
has
G R A D U A T E C O S M E T IC IA N
than at other stores.
position with Osgood the Jeweler
L. Eagles, w ho resides at 80, Elm street
a large assortment at reasonable
which makes Four Workman at the
Portland. Me,, to a Tanlac representa
Rooms 18 and 19
Mansur Block ; prices, too.
Little Store.
Wood for sale, good hard wood 4ft.
tive recently. Continuing she said:
and 16 in. lengths.
John Patten,
Your skin and hair nursed back to Wanted Three or Four Furnished
"Before 1 took Tanlac 1 was so run
Hight St., Phone 131-11
438 When you need a new tire or inner
health and beauty by our M arinello, rooms with bath, Dwight F. Mowtube for your Ford car call on D. J.
down 1 could not do the least bit of
ery, Snell House.
145p
Pond, Harness Maker, Union Sq.,
Treatments.
j
Wanted Woman, Cook’s Assistant and
work without becoming all tired out.
End of Bridge.
49tf
second girl at’ Aroostook Hospital.
A
beauty
aid
for
every
need
will
be
!
W
anted
Driving
Horse
for
its
keeping
I was very weak and could walk hardly
Good home for right party.
At
_
, . ..
ohm,
1 for the winter. Best of care. Inany distance or go upstairs without
found at the Marine lo
p.
quire of Frank G. Lowry, 69 North
Aroostook Hospital.
43tf Maple 8pring Water fa Being Used by
FRANK L. DYER
many people at this season of the
having to rest three or four times, and
Street.
145p
After an illness of some years
List of Treatments:
year. Leave yonr orders at the
Wanted, a woman to do cooking at her
at times I could hardly walk at all. I duration, and the past year in the
Facial Massage
TIM ES Office. ’
home three days in the week. Fine
W anted Girl to Help Care for Chil
had an awful pain in my side nearly Aroostook Hospital Frank L. Dyer a
Muscle Strapping
opportunity for a good cook to earn
dren
or
high
school
girl
to
help
af
Methine Treatment
all the time, and I would have to sit resident of this town for 16 years
extra money and still be at home. Sheafe’s Dancing School Instruction
ter school hours. Mrs. D. F. MowAcne Treatment
right down and wait for it to pass off. passed away Sunday.
Apply in person to TIM ES office.
in Pouplar Steps. Children after
ery,
Snell
House.
145p
Bleaching Treatment
noons. Adults evenings. Heywood
My nerves got In such bad condition
Mr. Dyer was bom in Linneus, Me.
Astringent Treatment
Public stenography and bookkeeping
Theatre, Mondays.
that the least little noise out of the about 60 years ago and for many years
Talk about Oysters, whether in the
Wrinkle Mask
done by Alda Greeley, formerly
shell or in bulk.— The Bar Harbor
Tired Eye Treatment
ordinary would nearly drive me wild, did a successful farming business.
Commercial Instructor at Beals Subscriptions for sny Magazine or
Sea Food Co. have them FRESH
Manicuring
and i copra sleep but very little and
Business College, Bangor. Room 4
For the past 20 years he has been
Newspaper may be left at the
every day. The sweet luscious kind.
Scalp Treatment
Frisbie Block or telephone 143W
would wake up in an awful fright at the local representative for the Ameri
TIM E S Office, where the lowest
Hot Oil
44tf
price can be obtained.
the least little disturbance.
Shampooing
can Agricultural Chemical Co. and
CARD OF THANKS
Egg Shampoo
"Well, as eo many people told me while he has during the past two years
A
pocket
book
containing
a
sum
of
We desire to extend, to our friends
Henna Rinse
money and a check for around $60, Typewriter Ribbons for all machines
of the good Tanlac had done them, I been unable to attend to the work, he
and
neighbors, our sincere apprecia
as well as Carbon Paper made by
Hair Dyeing
payable to Fred Kidney, was lost on
tion of their kindness, sympathy and
decided to try it as I thought it might was the Nominal head of the local
Webster^—There’s none better. Call
Singeing
Bangor
street
on
Saturday
Oct.
25.
floral offerings during our recent sor
or send to TIM ES Office.
help me also, and T want to say that branch.
Round Curling
Reward for return to TIM ES office.
i
row.
Marvel
Waving
Teniae is all that is claimed for it. for
244P.
During all of his business career Mr. 1
Mrs. Stephen V. Hall and family
Lumber Wanted, Hardwoods Ory or
after taking it I haven't an ache or Dyer has retained the good-will of a ll; Depilatory on Arms
j Save Money making your cloth workDepilatory on Lips
sawn to order. W e send inspector.
pain and feel Just as strong as I ever with whom he came in contact.
j Hair Dressing
I ing gloves on home sewing machine,
Wayne Lumber Co., 118 W est 40th
FARM FOR SALE
vdid in my life. I can walk any distance
using discarded wearing apparel for
Street, New York City.
1236
Mr. Dyer was twice married, his j Open Nov. 5. Mansur Block. Third
100 acre farm 1% miles from B. &
material. Copyrighted patterns with
now without getting tired, and can do last wife passing away two years ago j pioor Front,
A. Station Houlton, under the very
full instructions 25c Hillside Mfg. A valued subscriber says "Every
my housework with the greatest of since which time his daughter Mrs
best cultivation free from rocks: cut
Co., Dept. H, Augusta, Maine.
45
time that I have used these columns
ease. My nerves are just as steady Blanche McIntyre and son Frank L. ! Ladies calling on that day will re- 75 tons of hay; raised 1000 bushels
for selling articles, they have been
1500
bbl.
potatoes
this
year.
Piano Lessons— Experienced teacher,
as can be, and I sleep well every Dyer Jr. have lived with him and cared celve free a Trial Package containing : oats ,
,
successfuL” Try them.
very successful with children and
a sample of all our creams, powders.! C-ood well in yard 148 feet deep.
night and get up in the morning feeling for him.
I small house; barn 40x90 feet with two
beginners. Hour lessons at student’s
fine and full of energy. I don’t believe
sheds 40x20; horse stable; all kinds
He was a member of Houlton' Lodge et0
domicile $1.00. Address communica For Sale 1 Sideboard, 1 commode^t
|of farming tools: manure spreader,
Art Square, a few pictures, $ din
1 will ever be bothered with my old B. P. O. E. and Rockobema Lodge No.
tion to D. L.
Richards,
Pianist,
Reaper and Binder, two Mowing ma
ning room chairs. William McIIroy,
Temple Theatre, Houlton. Maine.
trouble any more, as I never felt : 78 I. O. O. F. both lodges turning out ;
12 Kelleran Street.
I chines, two Horse Rakes, two Sulky
245p.
better In my life than I do now.”
j Monday afternoon 'to
attend the
j Plows, two Wheel Cultivators, two
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by Mun- funeral.
I Spade Plows, two Horse Hoes, two Wanted Salesman— A corporation of
f t *
national reputation wishes to se We wilt call and get your storage bat'
; Hand Plows, Hoover Digger, Robbins
re’s West End Drug Store, Island Falls ( Rev. E. C. Jenkins pastor of the
tery any place in town and take care
cure the services of a first-class man
|Planter and Seeder for grain and seed
by S. R. Crabtree, Fort Kent by Stan- j Free Baptist Church conducted the
to cover Aroostook and Washington I °* R during the winter.
Hovlton
: also three Disk Harrows and four
My Burrill.—Advt.
funeral services at his late home on
Counties.
Considerable
vellin g. Battery Service. Tel. 524.
tf
I Spring Tooth Harrows. Anyone look
'onsiderable tra
travelling
necessary. Good opportunity for ad
ing for a good farm handy town with
Kelleran Street, burial being made in
vancement for a very good man. Merchants and Professional men do not
a good mrket this is your chance.
the New Limerick cemetery.
Apply in own handwriting. Box 68.
|About 50 acres ready for potatoes and
have to buy coupon books for type
He is survived by two
children
Boston, Mass.
A full set of new drops well installed
grain next year. Telephone or write,
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
NOW
open
and
ready
for
YOU.
A
the TIM ES office as you need them.
last week by the Nuelford Co.- of New' Blanche McIntyre and F. L. Dyer Jr. business training secured here is the ''has. H. Berry, Houlton, Maine. Price Battery Owners I am now located at
$12,000 including all the a b o v e named
to
whom
the
sympathy
of
a
large
p
M
,H
t
step
(0Ward
success.
Others
York who make a specialty of this
64 High Street where I am equip For Sale one Gray Separator, one Gray
have found it so - so will you. W rite machinery.
ping to take care of a large number
«Iass of work, and these add very number of friends is extended.
Engine mounted on trucks, one
today and have your seat reserved.
of Auto Starting Batteries, Both
much to the appearance of the stage.
Drag saw and one Circular saw.
W e t and Dry Winter Storage. I so
Mrs. Maud R. Stewart. R. F. D. 4.
The Century Male Quartet is
licit your patronage and promise you
SHf
Houlton, Maine
composed of young men of rare
a square deal and the full benefit
W e ha ve just had
placed
in
our
of
my
long
experience
in
this
line
ability, every member being a musician
han ds one o f the finest and best m o d 
of woi’k.
W ill call anywhere in Found on Saturday an auto tire
as .well as a singer, they are at their
ern up-to-date pro perties in Houlton.
mounted on a rim: owner may protown and get your battery. Wallace
1
R E A L E S T A T E FOR S A L E
best In the songs that call for vigorous
euer property by applying at the
Loc
ate
d
on
the
best
Street
and
with
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Marriott and son
R.
Gerow,
64
High
Street.
Houlton.
Farm o f T w o hu ndred Acres. Fifty
TIMES
office and paying for this ad.
action.
Maine.
245p
Harold left last week for Alabama A c r e s in held and T illage, Fifty A cres extra la rge lot of land 115x248 feet.
242
With all the animation
a n d where they expect to locate.
in P a s t u r e and One hu ndr ed in W o o d H o uce 2VL> story, 13 rooms al finished,
and
T
im
b
e
r,
in
Solon.
Me.
L
a
r
g
e
enthusiasm these young men possess,
bath room, electric lights, broad v e r 
During their residence of a number
Wanted Intelligent white Women to
in clearness of enunciation, In harmon of years here, they have made many Build ings, Good House and Barn and and a in front, cement, cellar, wood and
care for nervous and mental cases.
W o o d shed.
Good Potato and L iv e
ious blending of voices and in effective friends who will regret their leaving. Stock F a r m well watered. Pr ice $350o coal furnace, fine stable. T h e i r is not
Beginning ’salary $30.00 per month.
Also
laundry attendants beginning
rendition of every number.
Mr. M arr io tt is one of the best hotel half dow n, easy Pa yments.
a better located or more subs ta ntial
at $25.00 and advancing to $30.00 the
A d d re ss . \ O l iv e r H. French. Lock piece o f prope rty in Houlton and the
This musical attraction will appear men in the state and a musician of
second mouth.
Full maintenance,
Box No. 10 Athens, Me.
1039p
at the Temple on next Friday. Nov. 7
o w n e r for best re asons is anxious to
including laundry. Increases with
time service. Training School for
Prices 35, 50 and 75 cents.
m ak e an im m ediate sale and have
Nurses maintained. Write or call
The Uupardonable Sin with Blanche
made a re m a r k a b le price with that
at the Connecticut State Hospital.
end
in
view.
8weet at the Temple Nov. 18th ami
T h e fo llo w in g statement contains the name, the amount stan ding to his
Middletown, Connecticut.
442

j

/

TEMPLE 1HEATRE,NOTES

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HOULTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
POPULAR HOTEL MAN AND
FAMILY TO LOCATE
IN THE SOUTH

UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS IN THE HOULTON SAVINGS BANK

10th.
Mgr. Churchill has bought three
pictures In which a young lady well
known In Houlton plays the star part.
Miss Dorris Keane. The first picture
will be shown at the Temple
this
Saturday afternoon and evening Nov. 8.
Don’t forget to see the one
real
picture of Jess Willard
and Jack
Dempsey at the Temple Wednesday
night showing how they trained for
their big flght.

credit, the last

Houlton High School was well re
presented at the teachers convention
at Portland. Those representing were
Mr. Perkins, Miss Hanson and Phill
Dempsey.
Wednesday Phill sang a solo at the
exposition building before approxi
mately six thousand people. Friday
noon he was Invited to attend
a
banquet given by the Rotary Club
where he sang two sol u tions.
On Friday evening a masquerade
social was given by the Senior class.
A large attendance w a s on hand as
tttttaL The hall was well trimmed in
Halloween colors. The fortune teller
was Gertrude McIntyre. Tw o prizes
of • dollar each were awarded to the
girl and boy wearing the best costume,
the prizes were awarded to Ethel
Thompson and
Kenelm
Murphy.
Doughnuts were served at intermisson.
The High School orchestra furnished
good music and a good time was en
joyed by everybody.
The H. H. S. foot hall team went to
Van Buren by automobile Tuesday to
Pkty a return game with the St. Mary’s
College team.
A large number of
echool supporters ajso went along to

do the shouting.
A very pleasing program was carried
out on Monday. Mr. Perkins gave an
account of his trip to Portland.
'Donald Dumphy played a piano solo.
W 0TICC’ O F FO R ECLO S U R E.

Whereas, Ralph Curry, of Oakfleld.
tk the County of Aroostook and State
Of Maine, by hit mortgage deed dated
April 18. 1816, and recorded in the
Aroostook Registry of Deeds. Vol. 289.
Page 58. conveyed to Naomi Plummer,
p i said Oakfleld, the following describ
ed real estate, situated In said town
« f Oakfleld. formerly known as TownMfelp No. 5. R. 3, according to plan and
iCrvey made la 1858 by Burleigh et al,
.'IjMiic the northeeat part of Lot No.
, AA according to said survey, beginning
the north-east corner of Lot 94,
teaming along on the highway leading
m the Timoney Road, so called, to
Oakfleld, eighty (80) . rods
liberty alone said road; . thence
Bterly alxty (60) rods to a stake;
ce northerly eighty (80) rods
uagaUal with said road; thence easterfrstxty (80) rods to place of beginning
pantattling thirty (80) acres or less,
CRd being the same premises conveyed
to the said Ralph Curry by Bertha L.
Joctyn. by dead dated March 30, 1903,
a a l rerorded in the said Registry, Vol.
118, Pace 8IS. And Where**, - the
condition of sold m ortem I* Jproken,
reason whereof, I claim a toreof the same, and. give this
lor that purpose.
*]Ka!ne. .October 80th. 1919.
NAOMI PLUMMER.
By her Attorney:—
Harry M. Briggs.
A
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place of re sidonc e

or

post-office

in the

w h o has not m ad e a deposit, or w it h d ra w n

Residence

Known

any

a d dress

Houlton
part

and

S a v in g s

the

Bank,

or any part
of the d iv id end s thereon, for a period of more than twenty year: next p r e 
ceding November 1. 1919. and is not kn ow n to. the treasurer to la living.
Amount
Date of Last
W hether
L as t K n o w n
Name of Depositor

Chas. Brooks
Mary A. B u b a r
Guy J. D. Wilson
Lillian I.. W e e k s

I lod gd on

George

$36.97

1ST.5

15.04

23.

Mar.

1SS6

16.71

Dead

Apr. 16. 1S97

10.52

Aug. 31. 1S93

11.79

IS 9 6

74.28

2.

Sh erm an

.Tan,

21.

Ralph F. V a n w a r t . W a lt h a m . Mass.

Nov.

I t. 1895

13.26

Aug- 3. 1899

60.92

Maria C. Durgin
M aleom

T h o rn d ik e

B. Tilto n

Large

list of good

FOX I
Agents Equit
62 Main St.

homes

One day tw o.m en met on the street.
Fach looking for som ething to w ear on his feed.
As they talked they were joint'd by a com rade true

WE ARE GLAD

e Life Assurance Co.
Next to Elks Club

work

' foxqJU i

LAXATIVE COLD T A B L E T S
WI H ASPIRIN
D 358

BY

HATHEWAY

A . G.

P R E S S IN G

and

get

We
all

<

A HUNTING TRIP

Room 10, Mansur Block

US

B F A C IG A R S
with you
Seven Cents and

A t A H Dealers

^
^

C H IR O PR AC T IC
(Pronounced Kiropractic.)

is the greatest and most successful Science o f the Century, in
locating and rem oving the cause, o f both acute and chronic di
sease,
Scientific Rational and productive o f positive and definite re
sults, in m any cases after all other methods have failed, this
system lias grow n faster and received wider recognition, on
merits alone, than any other ever did in the sam e space of time
If you are a sufferer from disease o f any nature, no m atter
w h at treatm ents you have tried without permanent relief, try
Chiropractic and get well.
Consultation n ow m ay mean m uch— even your future health
and happiness.

women and girls
amid plesaut
surroundings and congenial workers^
in a newly equipped, well-lighted
and well-heated office. If you have a
fair education ami want to get ahead
our publishing house offers you a
chance to do many kinds of office
work, an eight-hour day, ample
recesses, vacations with pay, library,
annual picnic and entertainment,
free use of the gymnasium and
swimming pool and reading rooms.
Educational facilities right in our
own office make rapid advancement
possible, if you are an ambitious
girl looking for a chance to get
ahead, write for our free booklet,
which tells more in detail about the
work and which
is filled
with
pictures of the
employees,
the
publishing house and the city of
Aygusta. W. H. Gannett. Pub., Inc.,
Employment Department. Augusta,
Maine.
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COAL?
We have a large shipment now on the way direct from the Penn
We can furnish you with

egg,

stove

or

chestnut.

Step in to our office at IS Market Square or Telephone us at 304M.

says:

& JACKINS

REAL ESTATE FOR SA L E !
FARM

AND

V IL L A G E

PROPERTY

...

Especially when fattened quick
-------------- on Less Feed ------------ -

is not complete unless you take plenty of

use
wo^rk

COSTELLO & SULLIVAN

P a y B ig M o n e y

Bor Sale by L. F. H A L L , L IT T L IC T O N . JVIAIXK

No. 191
120 acre farm, 80 acres cleared, 30 acres pasture
miles to school and church, children to school. 4 miles to market, build
ings in fair shaope. This is a good farm.

That’s apparent
to
everyone.
Getting big Hogs is another mat
ter. and it s a serious one too. in
these days of high prices and
large demand. No Hog raiser can
afford to take a chance of losing
the big profits that healthy hogs
are bringing everyday by relying
on old fashioned methods in hog
raising. The up to date hog rais
er is feeding his hogs

No. 194
50 acre farm, 35 acres under fine cultivation. 6 acres
woods, balance pasture.
Barn 30x36 with shed, horse stable 20x24.
House in good shape, good well at door. Nice team, cattle, machin
ery, hay and seed. A great trade for some one who wants a small farm.
No. 195
175 acre farm, 100 acres cleared, pasture for 25 head
cattle. Lots of second growth wood also good lot ot lumber. W ell
at door that never goes dry. Ten rods to school, 2 ^ miles to church.
6 miles to Houlton. Stock and machinery can be bought with place
if wanted.

AVALOS FARMS HOG TONE
and sending fat, healthy hogs to
market.
H e ’s cleaning up be
cause he gets the most fat out of
every pound of feed.
You can
clean up too, by using his methods
Avalon Farms Hog Tone frees
hogs of worms, puts them in the
pink of condition and makes them
get fat at an astonishing rate.
100 hogs on the Avalon Farms in
a test under the supervision of the
Purdue Indiana Agricultural Experiment Station gained 2.13 lbs.
each day. Come into the store
and let us tell you what this re
medy will do. It wont cost you a
cent to try it— if it doesn’t do as
we say

No. 156
7 room house electric lights, cement wall and floor la
cellar. Shed 18x35, nice little barn, nice lot 5x10 rods. Price right,
W ill exchange for farm.
No. 170
7 room house corner lot, 5 minutes walk from square.
A nice little home for some one who wants to live handy town.
Easy Terms

j
|

i

No. 164 8 room house on Columbia
Street. Price $3500. All modern con
veniences good wood furhace,Vlftters '
’
wood in cellar, good cook stove all
connected, large barn building*.' AML .^ ■
in good repair large lot.
•
;
No. 196 80 acre farm on North road
Price $6500. 40 acres cleared, nice
pair horses, lots of machinery and hay,
fartn in gfcod shape this is a good b u g . * if ? ':
T-

F. G. Vose, D. C.
C H IR O P R A C T O R
Masonic Block

AND

Big Hogs JACKINS

So' take my advice and buy a pair.
And never again while this world stands.
W ill you purchase other than the good “ Ball B and."

Out

wrinkled garm en ts?

D RU G CO., H O U L T O N

M 8<nro

s new.

satisfactory.

sylvania Mines.

A bout the “ Ball B an d ,"
It would be absurd to insinuate
T hat about rubbers, y o u ’re not up to date.
T h e y ’re the only kind of rubber to wear.

$ $rtcfc 9

alw ays

M ade in L. S. A.

In regard to rubbers you must have heard

good

W h e n can w e call for y our soiled or

tablet < mtius 11i gr ain s Act t
a n i l i d e ; In addition to the ab o v e each
(ablet
contains
2 ’ L. gr ain s
Aspirin
co m bin ed with other medicinal ingre
dient s.
Fall

U N I T E D D RUG C O M P A N Y
Boston, U. S. A.
Liverpool, Eng.
Toronto, Can.

Suite

as

modern methods
out promptly.

1 bought a pair of these shoes last Spring.
And I tell you my friends they are just the thing.

W c lL W o rt h It.

look

in

C LE A N IN G
is

For the releif of Colds and the Head
ache and Feverish Symptoms
usually attending them

'

us ple a su re to tell you h o w wo can
ap pa rel

FO U R

W h o said, “ I’ve a secret I’ll it'll to you
It’s about ‘Ball B an d ’ rubber, and W yen berg Shoe.

U nion M ade, Sweet and Satisfactory Smoke.

to greet you at any time and it gi ves
save you money and m ak e your old

RECOMMENDED

So take my advice and join the train
O f men who w ear them in Xt.rthern M aine."

Permanent positions at good pay for

for sale.

)S COMPANY

10.17 T W E N T Y

1tea'1

Brookton

Gibson

Apr. L’S, 18S7

Dee. 26. IS94

Houlton

V. T a b e r

to Credit

W ith draw al
.Inly

Hod gi Ion

If you are lookin g for a tirst class
up-to-date home
a d m ir a b ly
situated
this will suit you and we will stake
our re putation on the price bei ng right

Stand in g

Deposit or

Hoult on

Fort Fairfield

thereof,

to he

Deceased

Jas.

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

kn ow n

fact of death, if kn ow n, of ev ery deposit or

Houlton

Munro’. W e rt End J A C K I N S
&
Drug Store
r e a l
e s t a t e

J A C K I N S
£ G & ik d $ u *
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MRS. J. H. LINDSAY

1

i Houlton Hide & Wool ( ’o.

He

was old green pacer by “ Master Mariner.” known, but in all of his starts he has
It is needless to say that “ Zom Q.” been right up with the bunch.
1after serving a year at Camp Devons holds top honors for the string and is
Of Dan S. Jr., Ruth W. and Jimmie
,
.
in a clerical position,
accounted to be one of the most Hicks all are so well known in this
|
j « * * » of the young
people are sensational horses ever bred in the section, that their records speak for
|M irom ely popular as was attested by state, both his sire Dan Q. and his themselves.
i the numerous handsomeand valuable dam Bessie Barnes had enviable re
The other horses of the string are
|
cords and inherited speed from
a green horses and have yet to acquire
j we(lding gifts.
A fter a short outing at
Mr. Mooers line of ancestors that would be hard j a reputation.

i recently discharged from Army service

Especially sad is the passing away
of Mrs. Lulu Lindsay at Fairfield last
,
„
.
week, where she had gone a few weeks
ago in hopes that the treatment which
she would receive would he beneficial
. ,
Hon. A. L. Humbert is in Boston on to
Frank Dunn was last week appoint
her.
a short business trip.
, River, N. S. Jan. 9, 1884 where she
ed Coroner by Gov. Milliken.
Hon. T. V. Doherty returned Monday
Ernest Ferguson of Perth, N. B- ! lived until her marriage in July.1908, i
! studying voice culture inHalifax
and j oamp they will return home and
I r a n a business trip to Portland.
is visiting friends in town.
I reside on North Street and in the
James H. McPartland of St. John
Mrs. Collins of Mass, is visiting her I later taught there.
After her marriage she lived in j Spring Mr. Moores expects to build
wan in town last week calling on cousins Mrs. Harry Stimson and Mrs.
j Truro, N. S. for three years, coming a bungalow on Maple Street. The
Mends.
Ed Bliss.
TIM ES joins many friends in best
Mrs. Parker P. Burleigh returned
E. C. Alexander of Bangor was in to Houlton in 1911 where she has since
wishes
for the future.
Friday from a trip to Bangor and
town Tuesday on business connected resided. During her residence here
Boston.
with his duties for the B. & A. It. R. she has taken an active part in all the
musical events in town and during 1918
Mrs. T. G. Cumming has been in
Miss Hilda Hillman left Monday
j
was president of the Houlton Music
town visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
evening for West Upton, Mass., where
|club.
B. Gartley.
she expects to remain for the winter.
j She leaves to mourn her loss a
Miss Marian WilUams who is teach*
Mrs. Hedley Moore of Woodstock,
! husband, three daughters and four
: tag at the Main Central Institute, Mars
Harry Nevers of Ashland, who came
N. B. spent a few days with her son
sisters.
*
HU1, is a t home with her father for
to Houlton early last spring with his
Harry Moore and family, Franklin St.
• fair d a y f :
Funeral services were held on string of horses to locate here perHon. Chas. P. Barnes, R. W. Shaw
had
an
unusually
Wednesday afternoon at the M. E. man ntly, has
Mr. and M rsv Jack Lakin of Boston
and W. S. Lewin Esq. went to Augusta
church, Rev. Thos. Whiteside assisted j successful season, In fact from the
arrived by auto last week for a few
Monday on business connected with
by Rev. H. Scott Smith of the Church point of money winning he heads the
gay* with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
legislature.
of the Good Shepherd officiating, with |list of Maine trainers,
m - dhaw. __
Miss Eva Scates of Fort Fairfield
interment in Hodgdon.
j Mr. Nevers has the enviable reputaJohn Q.vA4%«W has ^ tu rn ed home
was the guest Tuesday of Mr. and j
--------- ------------j tion of being strictly on the square in
..after an extended stay in Boston and
Mrs. G. Beecher Churchill, making the i
Wellesley p i M :
expects to stay
j all of his races, always willing to go
trip by auto.
more than half way to give the other
~h#ib thik ;^h|eir. *
A. O. Merritt and H. B. Crawford j The ,,,arriaee of olln Dudle3' Mooers fellow a chance and playing the game
Oct. 31it the flfst' sleigh of the left Monday night for Augusta to be and Ethel Kathleen Moir was solemn!*j in a sportsmanlike manner— a modest,
-Mason was in the streets, two Inches
present at the opening of the special! ed on Wednesday, Oct. 29 at
unasuming gentleman always.
4 f wet s ^ k '^ v i t f ^ fhllen through the
residence of the brides parents Mr.
session of legislature.
For a number of years he handled
xdtaht ahd fqirqnobn.,
and Mrs. J. C. Moir, Lincoln Street.
Harry Tilley, who has been em
the
string of horse? for the late C. A.
The
ceremony
took
place
at
7.30
P.
M.
Lieut. Fred Parish, U. S. Signal
ployed at A very’s cigar store has with Rev Thomas Whiteside, pastor j Trafton of Ashland one of the squarest
Grops of Indianopolls, Ind., arrived
resigned and has accepted a position Qf the Medhodist Episcopal Church as j owners in the State and after his
Mere last week tO' thku charge of the
with Woolworth Co’s 5 and 10 cent officiating clergeman.
i dea*h he continued for a time to drive
-U. S. Radio station.
store.
Only the immediate family and a j f ° r the estate afterwards becoming
Mr. and 'Mrs. Ernest A. Anderson
The circulating library at the few intimate friends were present, j the owner of several of the best of the
F ie rc e Ave. are receiving congratula
TIM
ES office is meeting with the Mrs. Mooers is a graduate of Houlton j tottions upon the^hfHval of a daughter,
approval
of the public and many are High School and since her graduation J Among the horses handled and
Mfcra Friday Oct. 31st.
] taking advantage of the opportunity has b e e n employed in the office of the |raced by Mr. Nevers this season are
A very fine oil painting
was to read the latest Fiction at a nom inal! B & A f l i g h t department, a position |Zom Q., 2-09%, Haywood Wilkes, 2presented to Houlton lodge B. P. O. E.
charge.
that carried with it a great deal of ! 15^4* Peter Setzer, 2-16%, “ Dan S. Jr”
i p J. J. Marriott, previous to his deThe addition to the Meduxnekeag responsibility and one that she has 2-12%, Ruth W. 2-13*4, Jimmie Hicks
a u r t a n for the south.
2-13*4. Baton, 2-21%, Alice V. Queen,
■j Club house is all closed in and will tilled to the satisfaction of all.
Mrs. Jessie W aterall of Philadelphia j probably be finished this week. The;
Mr. Mooers. the son of Mr. and Mrs. a 5 year old green pacer, “ Bud W .” by
Who has been spending the summer j iaying Df the two additional alleys D. H. Mooers has a position with the
year
With her daughter Mrs. James Madigan j wm comence as soon as the men ar
returned home Thursday.
rive from Boston.

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T
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HOULTON TRAINER HEADS
MONEY WINNERS FOR STATE
$5,585.00 IN PURSES WON

MOOERS-MOIR

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
are now in season and you
will find this Queen of A u 
tumn flowers at their best at
«ny conservatories.
Visitors
are always welcome and we
are ever ready to show you
through our houses.
Right
now we particularly invite
you.

Tulips, Hyacinths and Narcissus bulbs
are now here, and for this week only,
I am offering you a fine selection of
each, both
colors.

in

separate

and

mixed

I have never had a better lot

of bulbs and if they are planted now,
how pleased you will be next Spring
when they bloom.

Tell me your needs

M

and I wfll do the rest.

iJote— Don’t cover up or mulch your

out door plants, shrubs and trees un

“ S*V Tt With flowers”

For an occasion at any time

til ground is frozen, nor uncover in
the spring before the frost is well out

of the ground.

Chadwick, Florist
Conservatories 16 H igh Street
Houlton, Maine

A G ift at A ny P rice
NE of the great advantages in dealing at Perry’s is the
large assortment which is always available
For whatever occasion and at whatever price you have
in mind, you will find the thing that just about meets
your requirements.
\Ye have numberless Novelties priced very moderately
and a nice selection graded up to any amount you wish
to spend—
As usual our stock embraces everything that Is new in
Jewelry, Watches,

Precious

Stones,

Silver,

Fancy China—all so tastefully displayed that v

\

Rev. Dwight F. Mowrey, the new
minister of the
Unitarian
Church.
preached his first sermon as pastor.
Sunday. The members of the church
are to be congratulated upon securing

Ctyufetiftn* Scionqe services held each
S b ad a y at 11 A- M. In Sincocks Hall.
Nov. »th s u b le t ,„ A d »m and Fallen
Man.. Wednesday At
7.30
P.
M
TM ttaoftiul - service.* JCordial welcome
to all.
'

I such an able maI1, an(1 the town is
»“

as Rev anli Mrs

1,owr">'

Houlton friends of Eugene Harrigan,
a former resident of this town, but
Friend# o t yMr, .and., Mrs.
Royal now living in Peabody, Mass, will lie
Crockett, who have been in Danforth . Kind to learn that he has been admitted
during the summer, will be glad tojto the law firm of Hill
Barlow &
H ilt they have
returned
to Homans of Boston. He has just reHoulton. and have purchased a home ceived his discharge
from
Army
e a Charles Street.
service, having beep located in Texas
Mrs. Geo. T. Holyoke presented to
Boekabem * Lodge I. O. O. F. recently
a very fine picture of her late husband
Geo. TTHolyoke who was D. D. Grand
Master for some years and a most
enthusiastic member.

j for the past year and a half
|
----------------------

EVANGELISTIC CAMPAIGN

J . D. Perry
Jeweler and Optometrist

Market Square

_
„ _
*_ _• ' *
a a'"'.,;; _. _
t 4 * * ^ <■ * . » ' * < '*? * * # r f *
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r #
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a
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DREAM
TH E

U N I V E R S A L

Program Week of Nov. 3, ’19

CAB

The Ford Sedan, with electric starting and
lighting system, demountable rims w ith 3 x
/z -inch
tires all around, is the ideal fam ily car because
of its general u tility and refined and comfortable
equipment. Finely upholstered. Plate glass
windows. An open car in the spring, summer,
and cariy 1all. A closed car in inclement
weather and winter. R ain-proof,dust-proof. In
the city or the country, a family car. The low
cost o f operation and maintenance is not the
least o f its charms. W on’t you come in and
look it over?

Union

campaign .

*Af
MADGE K EN N E D Y
in tii< greatest comedy farce ever written
“ BABY

M IN E "

* • #
04

THURSDAY
BRYANT

WASHBURN

in

“ A V E R Y GOOD Y O U N G M A N ”

E R N E S T T R U E X and L O U I S E H U F F in
“ OH

BERRY & BENN

04
•

FRIDAY

•#

. '. « S

A *X

“T H E

L IG H T N IN G

MOON L IT E

YOU

WOMEN”

R A ID E R ”

DANCE

a t th e

HEYWOOD

SATURDAY

je # #

David Belasco’s P la y
“T H E
MACK

W ARRENS OF

SENNETT

" T H E L IG H T N IN G

FAST

V IR G IN IA ”

COMEDY

R A ID E R ”

as

On

been In Houlton during the summer Wednesday evening of this week at
tolag sign painting, left Thursday 7.30 there will be a* meeting of the
a r a r ia g for $i|.. home In
Lewiston
accompanied by his wife and son. It
la his Intention to return to Houlton
ta the Spring.

t ; *
•j
* •

WEDNESDAY

Hospital this week.. Mr. McAskill’s |intended.
J an es accompanied him from N.
Instead of being under the auspices
B. and la the gvest of his sister Mrs. of only one church there is a most
Archie Hdnson, Fair Street.
cordial and enthusiastic movement to
has make it a

'

or not— You will always receive courteous trea___

The Evangelistic Campaign planned
to begin the seventeenth of this
month under the leadership of Chap
N eill
ot Riley Brook, N. B. lain Croft o f Milwaukee is taking on
w as operated on at the Aroostook larger proportions than was originally

ISd Goring o f Letfdston who

“

Visitors cordially welcome whether you desire

equally as fortunate in having such

and their three children as residents.

Cut Glass,

we can interest you

McLoon has employment.

Miss Anna Sheehan, daughter of Mr.
who
and Mrs. Dennis Sheehan
St.
graduated last
summer
from
M argaret’s Hospital in Brighton, Mass.
Is at home on a visit with her parents.

76 starts this

j season throughout Maine and New
Brunswick and out of the starts he
I landed first 26 times, 19 seconds, 16
j thirds, 12 fourths and 3 times only
Jwas he outside the money, his winnings for 1919 totaled $5,585.00 which
easily puts him the leading money
j winner in the state.

Bulbs

, Mrs. Ada . Jervis
left Saturday i
Morning for Boston where she w ill j

The Houlton Music Club will hold
i its first meeting with Mrs. Horace
Upend a few days with her husband |
j Hughes the president on North street
who is taking a course of study.
|on Thursday evening Nov. 6 at 7.30
Principal Austin Ham of the Central
! P. M. There will be an informal reschool accompained
by his wife
j ception to the new members, with a
.attended the Maine
Teachers con ! program.
vention held in Portland last week.
Aroostook had its first snow storm
The Ladies Aid of the M. E. Church
j on Thursday night when about 3
a re prepared to do plain sewing and
I inches fell, this was followed on Friday
haltin g for the public at moderate
i with rain and cloudy weather till
prices. Apply to Mrs. W. S. Lewin.
Sunday night when it came around
Lieut. Boeder who has been in
cold and froze hard. Monday
and
/charge of the U. S. Radio station since
Tuesday being cool and fine.
Its establishment in Houlton, left last
The W. C. T. U. will meet in the
week and will enter the Aerial Mail
ladies' parlor in
the
Methodist
service.
Episcopal
Church.
on
Thursday
Mrs Bow ley who has been in charge
evening. N ov. 6. at 7.30. The n e w
o f the Northern T elegraph office in
members will be received
at
this
this town has resigned and Miss A.
; meeting, and a social hour will be
M. Thorndike of Foxcraft will be her
spent. A large attendance is requested.
soccessor.
A men's class has been organized in
M t . C. J. Ormsby of Boston, sales
the
First
Congregational
church.
m anager of the American Agricultural
Chemical Co. was in town Monday to Houlton. It meets during S. School
attend the funeral of their local mgr. hour. A cordial invitation is given
to the men of the Church to attend
Frank L. Dyer.
this class. Subject for next. Sunday
Miss Esther Hawes of New Rochelle,
will be, “ The Church and the Industrial
N. Y., who has been the guest of her
Problem.”
cousiu Miss Mary Burpee for the past
The W. F. M. S. ol‘ the Congrega
tw o weeks, returned to her
home
tional Church will hold a rally day
Saturday evening.
Mrs. W. H. Watts returned home service in the church on Wednesday.
Mat week from Round Pond, Me. and Nov. 12. at 2.30 p. M. Every lady in
w as accompanied by her father Capt. the church is cordially invited to be
Albert Leeman who will spend the present. A special program has *been
prepared and refreshments will be
winter with her.
served.”
Regular meeting of N. E. O. P.~*on
Miss Mary Burpee left SaUmlay
Friday evening, Nov. 7th. Important
business from Supreme Lodge to come evening for New York where she will
FF at this meeting, of interest to every remain until the Christmas holidays
and continue her study under the
Member. A ll come.
Mrs. Silas M cL ool , who has lived eminent vJbcal teacheH. MV I Sergei
Upon her return
Miss
ta Houlton during the past eleven Klibansky
Burpee
intends
to
open
a
studio
in
the
years with her son W. H. McLoon,
business
section
of
the
town
where
has removed J o Portland where Mr.
she will give instructions in singing.

j Mr. Nevers has made

to improve upon.
“ Haywood Wilkes," by “ Bells Early”
was bred by the late C. A. Trafton and
has speed galore, how much, nobody
knows for a certainty, but the coming
season may show him up.
“ Peter Setzer” has done splendid
work this season and is another horse
whose speed qualities are yet un*

officiary o f the uniting churches to
formulate plans and elect committees
for the efficient and harmonious
carrying on of the work.

•X e

•J *

f i ::
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Special O ffer to New spaper Readers
J

Present Subscribers to Houlton Times may
Tenew their subscription and secure the
osto|hjy*t for $ 5 ^ 0

$5.00
Boston Daily Post
1.50
Houlton Times, W eekly
Special to New Subscribers $5.00

$6.50

•
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of aviation fields, due to the scarcity [ stations in the United States similar : wealth— that is, wealthy communities
OR ON O R E A L E S T A T E
and limited size of our open spaces, to the New England station, each of -airplanes will be in great demand,
I The B. C. Ames farm on the Bangor
which will have from five to 20 sub- especially in competition with boat
road, opposite the Janies M. McNulty
Aviation Opportunities
|stations ln New England there will travel.
j
F r n Baptlft
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
After he has viewed from aloft the probably be 10 of them, so that the
“ For example, from New Bedford to farm, formerly owned by Mr. Frank
Owen. Sixty acres of land, 10 room
M w n lng service at 10.30 A. M
wonderful land and water scenery of fliers jn the near future will have Nantucket requires four to five hours house with all modern improvements,
Saiiday school at 12.00 M.
Boston and the suburban neighboihood j {.hain of service stations throughout by boat. This distance can be covered bath, electric light and water, hot air
Young People's meeting 6.00 P. M. the most uninitiated amateur can com- j
whole country for fuel, repairs, jn ;>o minutes by airplane Machines furnace, large front veranda, over
Bvenlng service at 7.60 P. M.
prehend the future possibilities of th e : „ le, hnnl, s, llonKal. protection, in fact
^
8Mmmer looking the Penobscot River and Union
River Hills. The house is perfect in
Special music by choir.
airplane pastime in this vicinity. A |everything needed for the care and
every way. Farm under high cultiva
Choir practice Monday nights.
leisurely jaunt at 70 or SO miles an : ,)|le,
of „ „ ull.piime."
between Bristol. It. I.. and Newport: tion; fine spring in pasture; orchard
AH are cordially invited to come and >hour at an altitude of half a mile re
At the Yates farm in Bedford which a^so between Newport and Block Is- of 150 trees, consisting of apple, pear,
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins
veals a scene of surpassing charmA (.overH ^ acres an(i js temporarily land. It takes only 12 minutes to go plums and cherries; under cultivation
and growing crops; two acres oats, iy 2
ChUrCh prayer and Looking down on Paris from the Eiffel |,eased ,)y the Clirtiss company, men 1by air from Bristol to Newport, where- acres buckwheat, ^ acre potatoes and
prulse Service
tower, or on the Connecticut v a lle y ; arp HOtting up machines for sale,
large garden, nice hennery with 80
as by the quickest ferry and railroad hens and 50 chicks, all farming tools.
i
from
the top of Mt. Tom, 01 on Colo j giving service to visiting machines,
Chureh of the Good 8hepherd, Houl
4 thoroughbred cows, 2 yearlings, 1
ton, Maine
rado Springs and the eastern prairies using the field as a base for flying IV> hours are required.
calf, 1 pair horses, 8 cords hardwood
“ On routes between Boston and Au fitted for stove, all shades; linoleum
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
from Pike’s Peak may convey a sug- operations throughout New England
S U N D A Y SER VICES
gestion. though only in a faint degree. and giving demonstration flights. In gusta, Me., or Bar Harbor or New floor covering, screen doors and
Holy Communion at 8 A. M. also on of what it is to look down from the cidentally, the commander of the air Brunswick or Nova Scotia, the airplane screens; also outside windows. The
best of reasons for selling. Pleae call j
the first Sunday in the month at i upper air upon Boston and the sur- service of the north-eastern depart
would save time. Such routes as these on Mrs. Ames or inquire of J. H. ,
rounding country. At least, that was ment of the United States army. Col.
10.36.
44
would offer a definite field for com W E B S T E R , O R O N O
Morning Prayer and sermon at 10. the writer’s experience the other after- A. L. Dreiinun, has his machine there.
mercial
aviation.
Between
Boston
and
.
noon
during
a
flight
in
one
of
Lt.
Mae30, Sunday School at 2.80.
Big Demand for Airplanes
Evening Prayer and sermon at 7. Gilvary’s airplanes from the Yates
“ Our new m ach in es," said Lt. Alac- Worcester or Springfield, short routes
farm at Bedford.
H
C.ilvary aire being manufactured at which have frequent and fast railroad
! From an altitude of 2500 feet the Buffalo. Garden City, L. I., and HamFirst Baptist
trains, we could not expect to compete
half dozen canvas hangars on the mondsport, N. Y. One land plane per
. Court S t
Bedford field looked like so many day is being turned out at Buffalo and so well.
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
“pup” tents or chicken coops. Literally three seaplanes per week at Garden
10.80 morning worship with sermon. ! perhaps, they were chicken coops, for rity The total 1)roduction is sold for
H O # &lble School with classes for
!
each of them
is quartered
a jjjree months in advance,
and women.
j gigantic bird with outstretched wings
“ Individuals in this part of the conn- ;
4 P. M. Jnnlor Christian Endeavor.
Ask Your Dealer li
j____ .
j 40 or 50 feet across, similar in general tvy are not ])Uyjng so freely as in other
1
7.#0 fosp el «on * service and sermon, j appearance to the big red one that se(>tions because of the difficulty of j

CHURCH SERVICES

After you eat—always tab*

r r>
Feeling. Stops food souring;
r , n ruing, and all stomach miseries.
»'i. i u>r,vsticn tnd appetite._

For Sale by O. F. French A Son
Houlton, Maine

i

X em jn gtori

s8.00 Aftermeeting.
carried
T a e sd a j evening at 7.30 mid-week

/

us upward. There are
six
machines at Bedford owned by the
frager service.
Curtiss Airplane Company of New
' Choir rehearsal each Tuesday evenEngland, a subsidary of the Curtiss
la g at the close of the regular prayer Airplane aod Motor Corporation.
m eetiig.
According to Lt. MacGilvary, the
present field on the Yates farm, which
First Congregational
has been in use since last summer, will
Rev. A* M. Thompson, pastor.
, „ .
.
. _
; soon be superseded by one in a better
Morning service at 10.80.
v
location. The company is now nego
S. 8. at 11.45.
tlating for a more favorable site within
Jnnlor C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
a score of miles of Boston, where it
Senior C. E. Society at 8.30 P- M.
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening j can carry1on its demonstrations next
! summer and conduct its business more
at 7.45.
1rdvanta^sorsly. During the coining
Methodist Episcopal
i winter, when the season for flying in
Military S t
New England is unfavorable, the coniitav. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
: pany will operate in the West Indies.
Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
As Lt. MacGilvary says, New Eng
The Sunday School at noon has or
land in some respects never can exganised classes for men and women.
! pect the development of airplaning,
Jnnlor League meeting and class for
! except in seaplanes on the coast and
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
, lakes, that will be possible in the
■pworth League meeting at 615
i central and western states. The avail
* m
able fields here, he said, are
few.
Praise and Preaching, at 7.00.
small and far betwen.

P r a t J, H. Lindsday, organist and
ehalr master.
P raver meeting at 7.30 Tuesday

Landing Places Few

“ The New England fields." said the
lieutenant, who chances to be from the
•ra a ia g .
West “ have a nasty habit of being sur
Christian 8cience
rounded and cut up with fences, many
nSn iday Service at Sincock Hall, 11
of which on closer acquaintance prove
a ; m.
j to be stone walls. The variations of the
j scenery, however, in New England, as
I viewed from above, are a wonderful
j asset.
In the development of airplaning,
j
"The Curtiss corporation," he conboth for commercial and
pleasure
purposes, the N ew
England
states i tinned, “already has 15 distribution

WILL TRAVEL MUCH BY AIR

have not made anything like the
progress that has already been attain
ed in the middle or far West, accord
ing to Lt^P atpn MacGilvary. general
manager of the Curtiss Airplane Com
pany o f N e w England, formerly a
United States army aviator on the
Italian front during the war.

Write for Catalogue
“ The sales of the airplane follow the j
THE REMINGTON ARMS U.M.C. CO. INC
history of the introduction of the j
W
OOCW
SKTHDM
NI» yamCm
automobile. As the good roads were
to the automobile men in the early
.
fVlQ !
stages, so are the landing places the i
problem for the airplane. The develop
ment of airplaning will proceed on
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
corresponding lines, but of course, not
Whereas, Elbridge G. Hewey and
so rapidly as autoniobiling advanced.
• The Important factor In the use of Harley T Hewey of Reed Plantation.
,
;
,
,, .
Aroostook County, Maine by their
airplanes in the business world is the niortgage deed dated the twrenty-ninth
saving of time. Where the existing day of July A. D. 1913 and recorded in
communications are poor, where the the Aroostook Registry of Deeds in
territory is sparsely settled, and where Volume 269 Page 548 conveyed to
,
.
,
4
n Harry E. Hillman certain real estate
at the same time there are spots of described as follows: A certain lot or
parcel of land situated in said Reed
Plantation, west side of thte Wytopitlock Road, so called, described as fol
lows: Lot numbered fifteen in the
squatters lots, so called, according to
the plan of Thos. W. Baldwin in the
year 1892 recorded in the registry of
deeds for said Aroostook County Vol. 7
K i l l th e C o ta . A t th
page 7 said lot containing fifty acres,
iin e e z o t a r e
being the same premises conveyed to
£11 L L
John W. Hinch by the Jeness Land Co.
and others owning 17-24 and Roland W.
Mann and another Trustee of the es
tate of Isaac M. Bragg owning 7-24.
by their Warrantee Deeds recorded in
the Aroostook Registry of Deeds Vol.
236, Page 510 and 511 and deeded said
Grantors by John W. Hinch and re
C-.anui.rd a.Id -.'.rac-y far ::i yea:3
—in tablet fjin i— .af.\ s re, ro corded in the Aroostook Registry of
.s— )r~s: r i.y a r - i J i- 24 Deeds Vol. 236, Page 537.
.lor r ■.— r el i eves f,' "> i } 3 c ; "r .
And Whereas the said Harry E.
••i-’,- bac’: if it f'> >:
. r n r :ne b - x has a Ken
Hillman on the twenty-fourth day of
i. _____ ... v? i t h. U r. V
September A. D. 1913 assigned said
r ‘<r‘ " remortgage to J. N. Belden and said as
A t A l l D rm r Storma
signment is recorded in the Aroostook
Registry of Deeds in Volume 2S3. Page
499.
Now, therefore, by reason of breach
of condition of said mortgage, I claim
a foreclosure thereof.
Kingman. Maine August 1 1919.
O U R M O N IT O R
J. N. BELDEN.
By his attorney,
A N D HOT BLAST
343
Wilfred I. Butterfield

Parts o f hillside tracts,
for instance; nooks and cor
ners of irregular fields; and
fertile stretches up close to
fences.
W it h our John Deere
Syracuse T w o - W a y Sulky
P lo w you can make all of
this ground useful. Y o u
can turn full width furrow s
in plowing around curves,
utilize every square yard
of hillsides and irregular
fields, w ork close to fences,
and do a w a y w ith dead fur

g§&

•

ro w s and back ridges w h e n
these are not desirable.
Controlling this plow for ac
curate results is as natural as
guiding the team. The patented
Auto Foot Frame Shift regulates
the width of furrows in response
to slight pressure on a foot lever.
Bottom lift and clevis shift are
both automatic. Th e mechanism
for” these operations is folly reli
able— it can’t get out o f order.
The plow can be backed and
turned with exceptional ease.. Its
perfect balance and comparative
lightness make it easy on the
horses. W ide treafi—doesn’t tip
over on hillsides.
Bottoms furnished with this
plow are particularly adapted for
your soil. They are Syracuse
bottoms, famous for their better
wearing, scouring and thorough
seed bed making qualities.

Come in and investigate this plow and
other high-grade implements that you need.

i

James S. Peabody
H o u lt o n . M a in e

are heaters of enormous power
with no expense for upkeep
for years to come.
Tested out under many of
the most severe requirements
in Maine, these furnaces are
giving satisfaction everywhere.

WOOD 21BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine *?8§9"d
HAMILTON

A

GRANT, DEALERS,

HOULTON

C

Camels expert blend of choice Turkish
and choice Domestic tobaccos makes them
so irresistibly appetizing! And, the blend
explains w h y it is possible for you to smoke
Camels liberally without tiring your taste!

You will prefer Camels to either kind
o f tobacco smoked straight1
Y o u ’ll realize pretty quick, too, that
am ong the m any reasons you smoke Camels
is their freedom from any unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or unpleasant cigaretty odor!

Once you know Camels you won't
take much stock in premiums, coupons
or gifts! You*ll prefer Camel quality!
R. J. REYNOLDS T O B A C C O CO., Winston-Salem, N. C.

1111li
hifah. i , '- j 'A i

A good deal of land in this
community goes to waste
every year because it is
difficult to p lo w it.

CASC*

A M E L S are a cigarette revelation any
w a y you consider them! Take quality,
or refreshing flavor and fragrance: or, that
wonderful m ellow -m ild -smoothness you
never before got in a cigarette smoke! Yet
Camels are so full-bodied and so full-olsatisfaction you marvel that so much de
light could be put into a cigarette!

CaneJe are m M •vryw har*
im aeimnlMcalfy aea/eef packatfea o f 30 cigarottoa; or ton
jMwAaJaa (300 eigmrottoa) in a
glaaaina-papar-covaradcarton.
Wo atrongly rocommond thia
carton for tho homo or otlloo
comply or whan you traroL

A Profitable Plow for Hillside
or Level Land

startswithaCalt

If you want to know what rare and
unusual enjoyment Camels provide
smoke them in comparison with any
cigarette in the world at any price I

li.

Grand FrizeMA f l
firearms 61Ammunition|

W ONDERFUL WOOD FURNACES

But progress is coming and coming
fast. And next season will see things
carried on hereabouts in a way that
w ill startle even the optimists, not to
mention the skeptically minded. This
is because we have the
necessary
attractions to make airplaning popular
• — the towns and cities, the forests and
" t e n s , lakes and rivers, and the wind$ ‘;dVB shore lines of the ocean in com* MBhMon not equalled anywhere else
* in the country.
W h a t has handicapped the local
development and will continue to do
eo fo r some time to come is the lack

keeping the machines on account of
Scai-eity of fields, etc. In the
western states many sales to individuaIs are reported.

*■........ .i...!.....?....... !..!..uiu!liILi.AaiJ
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Thousands have Wanted
Such a Car as This
1 h; Cleveland Six is a finished product, not an
over-night venture, not rushed to tne market to meet an
emergency. It is the product of years of intelligent
thought and careful work—a car designed and built to
supply higher quality in its field. Master skill and great
sincerity are built into this car.
The Cleveland Six brings real motoring satisfaction
to thousands who have wanted such a car. It is a wel
come expression of the best ideals for service to the
world, service of transportation and recreation.

If You Haven't Seen the Cleveland,
Come In and See It Now
M O D E LS A N D PR IC E S

Touring Car (Five Passengers) $1385
Sedan (Five Passengers)

iton M h

I 1.
strong. Incrafriea Vitality and Pap.
. ATONIC is the bett remedy. Tana of tbo*.
Mif.cs wonderfully benefited. Only coat*a caa*
or tw a day to use it. Positively goaranlaai
to please or we w ill refund mooay* yet * MR
bos today. You willies.

Roadster (Three Passengers) $1385
Coupe (Four Passengers)

(All prices F O. B. Factory)

CHANDLER MOTOR COMPANY OF MAINE
32 Preble Street, P O R T L A N D , M A IN E

CLEVELAND AUTOMOBILE CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO
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health and happiness -off her offspring. lyncador furiously. He pressed the nLghi throw tli2 ga,;e <1 battle, ft.
should see that a box of apples is al lighter so hard that, defence being took HU' m:act center of i Ye ring a d
mfety it
ways Iveptt in a convenient place in he* useless, tht man sought
V' llovt ’ his defiance ta >he w .
Login’ ,::!; fl-hun by : -tiling t > ■' bar • ‘f
pantry.
■ ...Xv.-hil the manage;.
ha
So dc-'not let thip 'day pass unless hu erected beween the audience and the
busy,
and
a
soldier
with
a
Aluusei
wa -»
attractive bowl tff apples is vc&iiun ( ring as a provision of safety.
reach of every member of the family. I The picador was ardently and efti- summoned from a lieavby barracks and
This mode of intelligent purchasing |ciently assisted over the harrier by the the hull’s life was ihgloriously ended.
is highly recommended by Mrs. Julian |horns of the animal and was followed
Health, long president of the House ] so closely that he narrowly escaped
CAUTION
w ives’ League and also chairman of with his life by reaching a convenient |
whose mission it is to aid housewives [gallery. The hull did his best to gft
Whereas my wife Lucy J Han scorn
in valuable hints on diet and pur ! at him. but. finding this iinpossiM". has left my bed and board 1 hereby
looked about him for other game.
chase.
forbid anyone from trusting her on
As most fruit is eaten raw, it is
_______________
The stone seats in the inclosule at my account as I shall pay no bills of
Seville were 10 feet above the ground her contracting after this date.
important that it should be
i pD /W Fn HF
marketed and stored u nder! D U LL r n u v t u n E
and this height has always been an
ERNEST T A A N S C O M ,
the
sanitary methods. W e insist I
insurmountable barrier for a hull, hut
October 1*, 1919.
other necessary food com-1 The toreador has not always been this time things were different, for as 343p
.
West Enfield, Maiio
so why not in apples, the qne i the hero of the bull ring. There was soon as the Texas hull saw the throng ^
staple fruit? In a recent in- once a 'bull that earned the plaudits above his head he stepped back, and ~
---------------------based on the dietary of a Spanish arena on more than one the next instant he was among them.
”
nearly 400 American fami- occasion
by clearing
it
of
his
Before the people could escape he
was shown that fresh fru its, antagonists. Strangely enough, the had tossed half a dozen of them into
constitute 3.8 per cent, of the total bull neither killed nor injured any the ring, hut they were all rescued by
food siipply and- from this source 2.5 man. But he did put to flight every the ring attendants. The stone sea'ts
per cent, of the total carbothydrates. toreador, matador, picador, chulo or cleared, the steer returned to the ring, ;
Hence the Importance of fruit, espe banderillo who dared to enter the ring and, seeing no one else to whom hi
cially of apples, for the daily- diet and with him; and, although the crowds
the care that should be manifested in castte to see him slain, his conduct
proved oo valiartt that the people de CORNS TWEEN TOES?
selecting this fruit
manded'
thkt his-' life be spared.
Since the scientists o f the world -in
’’The
bull
was named Lechuzo. His
sist that apples are essential to a well
flrfct
-appearance
in arena was made
regulated diet, it Is the duty <of every
Any Com Callus Contes Off Peacefully,
housewife to produre apples picked at San Lucar. l i e so suddenly cleared
Gloriously. Never Fails.
packed and marketed under conditions the ring of his enemies that the people
It is M i s y f o r " G e t s - l t to r e a c h . ‘ ‘h a r d which are highly santttafy and which Wise in admiration and demanded his t o - g e t - s i t ” c o r n s , a n d b e t t e r y e t , i t i s
e a s y to r e m o v e th e m , b e c a u s e “ O e t s - I t "
insure only the purest fruit obtainable reprieve, for, despite his bravery, he b a n a n a p e e l . Y o u c a n t r y t o d i n o u t y o u r
Already the markets are filled with ap would,''have :'’tween treacherously ap m a k e s , t h e m c o m e r i g h t o f f j u s t l i k e a
c o r n s w it h a k n ife , o r s lic e t h e m w it h a
pies of the most beautiful and palata proached and put to death in accord “ b l o o d y ' ' r a z o r o r u s e b a n d a g e s a n d t a p e
ble brands that have come from the ance with the usual practice had not a n d w r a p u p y o u r to-- i n t o si p a c k a g e .
world famous orchards o f Washington, %ne "people intervened.

HAVE TOO EATEN AN
APPLE TODAY?
If not go and get one now and see
that the children get one, it not two
every day. Try this prescription and
see how quickly the trying little a il
ments that annoy one or another of
yeur family disappear. You must
know that they are good for rheu
matism, that they nourish the bones
and the teeth and add red corpuscles
to the blood, besides being a gentle
laxative.

highly
handled,
most
upon this in
modifies
all year
vestlgation
studies of
lies it

CHICHESTER SPILLS
^ 8*

,6
OO’

absolutely cured by the
ment: also
habit.

any

form

Neal
of

Treat

alcoholic

W rite for information at once.

LADIES t

Ask

d ia :
G oi.

Ri bb

DrupT-I:!

D I A M O X t t B l t A M t P I M . M , f o r t wc r . t v - . ' v j

yearn re: a rdf d ris I.:--'.,:

THE NEAL INSTITUTE

m|v

WAS INVINCIBLE

BRAND

DIAMOND

166 Pleasaht Ave.

Portland, Maine

fc: t . At ways Kchr.hlc.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
Ti..;

t r ie d

EVERYWHERE TESD
wni<. J f

Phone 4216

j

■W W W Vi

Save Tim e and Potatoes— Money for the Farmers

B O G G ’S P O T A T O G R A D E R

USE EASY ‘GETS-IT’

Oregon and Idaho— apples that were

Again at Cordoba upon the healing

hand picked, hand packed in boxes of Of the wounfls inflicted upon him by
Ithe picadors ■at San Lucar, Lechuzo
drove all his* enemies before him and
tagain his Ufe was spared at the de
mand of the spectators.
So in time Lechuzo began to he re
" V ie purchase of apples in boxes is garded a s ' ti,vincible, and finally he
the only economical and intelligent ended hls'tlf*?. s in peace at the age of
way of procuring them, especially for 10 years.
Some years ago a herd of Texas
* thwppartment and small bouse dwell
er, bAio does not have the spacious cel halls were Ytt ported from their native
lars o f other days In which to store land to SeViUle to give special attrac
tion to a bullfight of more than
the ,#inter supply.
BKthig apples and apples for cooking ordinary importance. Those American
with
purpoa s, can be purchased now at a hulls furnished the Spaniards
some
interesting
sport.
reasonable price In boxes of handy
convenient sixes, and shipped in a
m anner which Insures their arrival in
market in perfect condition. There is
k h u sh el of high grade, apples in each
box, ^ghlch Is but a third of a barrel.

The first - of the intended victims
sixes, Phich flf into convenient nooks
• of pantgy, a co ol place Is best. With when confronted in the ring by horse
Dthis supply at ha ud the housewife need arici picador wholly neglected the horse
-never be at a los^s for the favorite i .- but paid instant and undivided at
: gredientflor her stvlad, for fruit or veg- I tention to the man. The bull bellowed
sheer
delight at
the
•stable; aciessert o f fruit fox'the enter- ! as it from
gency or well plan ned dinner or for
that matter a delect sble namrse for her
’teMheon a r breakfat rt.

J

A rt Corn Peek Oft
With 'T»et*-h.''
b : n U n i t ' s t h e 1 l e a l ■ t'lll- m u K l i , " p a i n I s-,
01 ::
i ul , f o o l i s h w a y .
drops
of
••Ui - t s- I l ' - U n i t ' s
the
P - .ireful,
sure.
> m m o n s e n s e u:t> t ha t ne\ •er f a i l s .
You
r o a c h t h e c o r n oa sj]> w ill t tm l i t t l e yrlass
r o d in t h e c o r k o f e v e r y
tJ e t s - l f b o t t l e .
It d< ics not hurt t h e t '' Ue Mesh.
T r y it.
t rot
and smi l e!
It' S .1 111e s s i m r ; m ■>.«-!
f ai l s.
"I J e t S - l l "
'hr
n u n r a nt r e d
,Ili>
sure
money-bark
. •,i■;, 1 e n ; 1 -v -■r. c o s t s
but
a
t r i f l e at a n y
d m y -tore.
M'f'd to
)•;
L a w r e l i e f ,V ( ' 0 .. « ' hi.•aim. lh
S o l d in [ T o t i h o n a n d r oe •m m i : 1d e i! . (
the w o r l d ' s
best
orn
r ei n r d v b v < ). F.
F r e n c h a n d ] ,ei i r!i t on & F e e e y
'
i
Monro's W e st Km
I >dnfr St or e.
...-

.
?
Y
r
; ?
r
•
i
C

Th€ law requires the yrafJmyi ol potatoes
tftss roadiime Joes
liie work—Cali and see It

JAMES

S. P E A B O D Y

B zi n

or

* t.r e e t

Hor;}.to2.\ H ein e

•
<

1
i
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Remember, that by feeding apples to
her family, the house w ife is supplying
Ther household, especi ally the ehlldrey
with not. only a del.
Jtc*j*'but
• U k n m t s M to rqsvfr^hnd rebuild
tissue, devsi o f r m & r f f and bone, create
the aeceseuf red corpuscles in the
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H eed , «u*p*etinmlate Internal ^secretion

Upon wbAb health so largely depends.

vifo..*

Applet/Ere regarded as fine teeth
•cehPerit it. eaten before
retiring.
Apples are better for the complexion
than all the beauty preparations on
the market,— and this is because they
purify the blood, the secret of a clear,
soft skin.

I' t

/ ■:/

One delightful way in w hich to serve
the apple is to create the dish so dear
to every man, woman and child born
In the South. This is known as Brown
Betty and is made by running the
apples and bread crumbs through a
grinder and then mixed with molasses
and spices to taste, Butter generous
ly the baking dish and cook the re
quired length of time.
Pried apples make one of the most
appetizing breakfast or supper dishes
one could fin’d. Cut in slices, dip in
flour and fry quickly in bacon drip

Scraped apple is a splendid alter
native with orange juice for the child
of a year and a half or more. Every
school boy or girl— if they get their
Jwt deserts— should eat at least two
apples & day. It is their heritage,
and the mother, who Is jealous of the

Is tlM matter of
Adalbert Casey

In Bankruptcy
Bankruptl
To the Hon Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
theDistrict of Maine.
A D E LB E R T
CASEY
of
Mapleton
burn In the county of Aroostook, and
State of Maine, in said District respect
fully represents that on the 13th day of
November, 1918. last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt und^r the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of
said Acts and of the orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherofore he prays. That he may be
decreed by the Court to have a full dlswcharge from all debts provable against
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
except such debts as are excepted by |
law from ?uch discharge.
1
Dated this 29th day of October, A. D., j
1919.
A D K LB E K T CASEY,
Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE TH ER EO N
District of Maine. Northern Division, ss
On the 1st day of November, A. D.,
1919, on reading the foregoing petition.
It is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
be had Upon the samp on the 12th day of
December, A. D.f 1919, before said Court
at Bangor in said District, Northern
Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
in Mid District, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other per
sons, in Interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
And It It Further Ordered by the Court,
That
the
Clerk
shall s e n d
by
mall to all known creditors copies of said
petition and this order, addressed to
them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
Judge of the Mid Court, and the seal
thereof, at Bangor fn the Northern Divi
sion of Mid District on the 1st day of
November, A n 1919.
(L. '
IS A B E L SH EEH AN.
Deputy Clerk.
A true
Ition and onler thereon
B A B E L SH EEH AN.
Deputy Clerk.
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pings. or in butter, as an accompani
ment for pork in any form. They are
especially good when
served
with
baked liver sausage, as they aid in
digestion of these heavier foods.

BANKRUPT'S PETITION FOR
DISCHARGE
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Than 75,000 Satisfied Users
d e l c o -l i g h t w a s designed and built by men w h o
•were raised in fa rm homes— w h o experienced the disr c ~ Tarts £Qd inconveniences o f farm life— and w h o set out
•:-LL.:,c,y years ago to develop an electric plant that
v/r/T.i v. l T c ;.; d ry advantages for rural communities.

Tney were the came men whose engineering talent had
m ade DELCO Start: p. Lighting and Ignition E q u ip 
ment for liUtovr..:biles the standard o f the world—
They kne
lee Ichy - and they knew the needs and
limitation^ of farm life —
T h ey knew that an electric plant to give service in a
farm home must be simple, so that it would not get out
o f order and require complicated repairs—
It must be easily operated and require little attention—

It required five years to develop a plant that would
measure up to these specifications.
There were five years of hard engineering effort back o f
D E L C O - L I G H T before the first plant was put on the
market three and a h alf years ago.
T oday D E L C O - L I G H T is furnishing the conveniences
and comforts of electricity to more than Seventy-five
Thousand farm homes.
It is providing an abundance o f clean, bright, econom
ical electric light for these homes. It is furmbning power
to pump water, operate washing machine, chum, sep
arator, vacuum cleaner, electric iron, milking machine,
and other small machinery.
A n d everywhere it is demonstrating its wonderful efficien
cy—-and actually paying for itself in time and labor saved.

It must be very economical in operation—
I t must be built to stand hard usage and it must last
indefinitely—

DELCO-LIGHT
A complete electric light and p o w er plant f o r farm s a n d country homes,

self-cra n k in g — air co o led — ball bea rings— n o belts— only on e place to
O i l -T h i c k

Plates — L o n g L iv e d B a tte r y — R U N S

O N

KEROSENE

Maim4 KJectric Li^lil A- J'owcr Co., li Franklin St.. IJa nlt >r Maim*
II ohm*

---

I)ral<‘r

Lt. A Pr. Kijuijnncnt (O., LL‘> Federal St.. l>ost<>n. Mass.---Ilist riimlor
The Domesiie Fmjineerin^>' (.’oinpany. Daylon. Ohio.

T he Domestic Engineering Company, Dayton, Ohio, Maker* of D E L C O -L IG H T Products.
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LAND TWICE WON
,
GIVEN UP BY U. 3,
Recent s uggestio ns that L o w e r C ali -

fcrnia ho bought by the United States
from Mo::ioo prompted the Natio .ai

to have been inhabited by Am azons.
"It has
time

of

been estimated
its

disco very

that at

the

the_ peninsula.

including m any oi the b o rd erin g i s 
lands
w as peopled by about 2.».i» )d
Indians.- Tin 1 in habitan ts vig orously

gW

4 !3 jM

...............................................

resented the intrusion of new-comers,

Geographic Society to issue a bulletin and -for ,11(m, tluui {l century efforts to
concerning an area which is described establish military colonies in the new
by one s nntorial advocate of such land resulted in disastrous lailures.
purchase a< "the vermiform appendix
-^nring one period of its history the
southern shores of the peninsula
of Mexico and the Achilles heel ot the
, . r ,. ^
Qil.
served as the lurking place ot Sir
United States.’
Francis Drake and other freebooters
“It may be unknown to many th a t; lying in wait for the treasure-laden
tbe United
States or its citizens have Spanish galleons on
their
annual

!,i ; ii i

twice had
complete possession 0f voya« es from Manlla t0 Mexil'°.
^ ....
...
‘‘Afterwards, during the first twoLower California, says the bulletin, (h|i.ds ()f ^ |as, centur), thoge ghorl.s
which is based on a communication to were visited by numerous half-pirate
the society by E. W. Nelson.
smugglers and by fleets of whalers
"During the Mexican war, in 1847, and sealers, drawn there
by
the
the forces
of the United States oc- swarming abundance of whales, fur
. , .
. . . .
,
seal, sea-elephants and sea otter. So
cupied the principal points in the
...
..
. ..
»
*
^
ruthless was the pursuit of these
peninsula and declared it American. animals that in a few decades they
territory, but relinquished it at the i were on the verge of extermination,
close of hostilities. In 1853-54 it was and the business ended, apparently
a gain captured and a government *orever*
„
, . .
.
.
,
During the last half
temporarily organized by bands of ^
of the peninsula
American fllibusterers under Walker.
This ill-advised venture lacked support and quickly came to a disastrous

...
‘Low er California

is

the

long,

■arrow peninsula that projects about
MO miles southeasterly from the
southern border of
California.
Its

l1!'1

century all
have
been
vlsltecli mainiy
by Americans,
in
search of mines and other natural
resources, but little of the knowledge
thus gained has become available to
the public. Gold, silver, copper, iron
. ..
.
.
.
......
and other minerals and much tertile
jan(j have been found, but the scarcity
of - water,
fuel,
forage
gmd the
difficulties of transportation
have

width varies from about 30 to over 100 I » nlted wlth other causes

t0 bring
about many failures in the attempts
coast-line,
.
.
..
to develop these resources.
• Tf r 2000 miles long, is bordered by
"The isolation of the desert lowlands
■umerous islands. Being mainiy a^of Lower California, combined with almountainous, desert region, it is thin- ternations of long-continued droughts
..

. . . .
■liras, and its irregular

tr

.

many sharply con- and heav>' ralns' has resllUed in the
„
, development of the rlghest and most
Low, sun-scorch.
..
,
A
extraordinary desert flora in the world.
•d plains, where death by thirst
"One morning, in front of Magdalena
awaits the unwary traveler, lie close bay, I rode out from a dense growth of
to the bases of
towering
granite bushes into an open area and pulled
and presents

..

..A.

i;ll»

tiM tlng conditions.

peaks, belted with waving pine forests up my horse in amazement at sight of
__.

. .

. ,

,
.
■the most extraordinary of them all.
gleaming _ .
a
.
Before me was a great bed of creeping
devil cactus, which appeared like a
“Vast desolate plateaus of ragged swarm of gigantic caterpillars creepblack lava embosom gem-like valleys, ing in all directions. These plants

■ad capped in winter

.
by

whore verdure bordered streams and actually travel a w

from the common
.
.
- . A
.
center of the group, and I saw manv
the spreading fronds of date palms re- . .
*
single sections 20 to ,10 vards awav
CaU the mysterious hidden vales of the (rom the others The par, n[ the aten,
‘Arabian Night.’ The western coast Is resting on the ground sends

down

bathed by cool waters and abunda it rootlets and the older stems die in the
logs, while the eastern shore is laved rear at about the same rate as they
grow in front, so they slowly move
by the waves of a warm inland sea
away from the colony across the flats
sparkling under almost continuous where they live.
sunshine.
" A large number of the
s m alle r
"Although adjoining some of our kinds of desert mammals n e v e r drink
bosMtnown territory and with a water. They live and thrive on dry
recorded history which goes back seeds and scraps of vegetation
in
almost four centuries and teems with places where the heat and ar idity arc
varied events, the peninsula still re- excessive without ever touching their
■tains or.e of the least known parts lips to water, and it has even been
• f North America. The early ehroni- impossible to teach some of them to
dies tell of its discovery in 1533 by an takk water in captivity. A p p a r e n t ly
•xpedition sent out by Cortes in they never know thirst or the delight
search of a fabulously rich island said of quenching it."
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Cole M otor C ar Com pany, Indianapolis, U . S . A .
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There's a Touch o f Tomorrow in e/lll Cole T)oes To Jay
V'li-i... |
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Still G ivin g O ur C ustom ers the

W e are

-

A d v a n ta g e -----

During the pastjyear we have been told several times by manufacturers’ representatives that we were foolish to sell merchan
dise at such low prices, when we had secured it at an exceptionally low price by anticipating the market.
It is thejpolicy ot this store to do our best by our customers, and while in many instances we knew we would pay more to
replace the merchandise sold, we never hesitated in par sing the saving along to the people who come to Richards
It is the Richards w ay ot doing business and we are bending every energy to serve our customers with characteristic
Richards values. W e are succeeding too, judging by the business that is coming to this store
Because of a fortunate purchase made within the past week, by G. W . Richards, who ha s been in the markets, we are able
to sell such high grade Garments at the prices quoted. The styles and character of materials that are difficult to find at such a
reasonablejprice. Every Garment tailored to perfection. Styles that meet with the instant approval of particular people
O ar Stocks are the

W hen you think oi
Garments think of
Richards— w e have
largest assortment
to select from

largest a n d m o s t
varied In Northern
Maine.

Ladies and Misses
* Coats
$S6 to|$76 valvfes
▲t $21.60 to $66

Coats for Girls and
Juniors
$8.50 to $18.50
Large variety of
styles

Short Plush Costs
that young women
are asking for
$30 to $45

Ladies and Misses
Serge Dresses
$20 to $50 values
At $17.60 to $40

800 Skirts in great
variety of patterns,
$3.98 to $18.50
Navy, Black. Smart
Checks and Plaids

Ladies and Misses
Suits
$26 to $50 values
A t $21.60 to $42.60

a
25 Market Square

I m »i

w

Richards & Company
“34 Years of Merchandising”

Houlton, Maine
M i
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of the Chinese trains. The coolies are any tobacco, not the rich odorous the secretly smoking youngster?
i North will be made. It is expected that j Pole is finished; the work to be done is
transported in the regular Canadian smoke which they treasure in tlteir
Lithuania’s
greatest
masculine j Professor MacMillan w ill start on h is 'o f a different character and the reswrites home
home at
at mxury
luxury is
is the
the cigar.
cigar. So
So great
great aa luxury
luxury | voyage the coming spring or summer, sel required is not the same.
Pacific colonist cars. Each car has own country. And
And lie
lie writes
Prof. MacMillan's next expedition
seats which when made up for the once for the Russian cigarettes, and is it that only the very rich can in-1
It is said that the greatest problem
Long Passenger Trains Loaded With night, make an excellent berth, while the makings that have'kept him cheer- dulge. Sometimes a farmer of the in exploration is that of transportation will go North in a schooner of about
equipped
with
overhead shelve-like berths can be ful during the cheerless years of op- lower classes gets hold of a cigar. |and for many years American expedi- 85 feet in length,
Chinese Laborers Passing
lowered, making the
upper.
The pression which he has suffered under Sometimes a farmer goes to one of the |tions have enriched Newfoundland auxiliary power, worked by the mem
Through Northern Maine
Chinamen are furnished with army the
Russians and the Germans, cities on business. If he is successful ship owners by payments for charters bers of the expedition, who are tu
Russian tobacco comes from Turkey, in his affairs he may recklessly buy a of vessels.
The situation is now remain unail the return so there will
An aftermath to the war can be seen blankets.
The
coolies
feed
themselves
on
rice,
Lithuanians
are
inveterate
smokers,
cigar.
But
he
doesn’t
smoke
that
|
changed.
The
drive for the North be no expense for a crew.
■Mat any day at the present time,
v le n long passenger trains filled to |
and bread furnished by the gov- Young men smoke cigarettes. Old men cigar in the city That would be a ! ““
capacity with Chinese coolies pass eminent. Copper kettles in the little smoke pipes. The young men, unlike waste. He carries it home carefully,
over the Canadian Pacific railway en kitchenettes in one end of colonist our American college men, think that and saves it for a great occasion— a
rente to Vancouver, B. C. where they cars are used to boil rice and fish. cigarettes are more sporting than wedding, or Christmas, or Easter,
will change to steamships and finish Sometimes it is cooked separately and pipes.
Tobacco which is grown on Lithuan
their Journey to China.
sometimes collectively into a soup.
During 1917 and 1918 nearly 100,000 Chop sticks are used in eating the ian farms is not grown for commercial
of these coolies passed through Cana- j mixture.
purposes as a rule. There are, or were
It is now certain that on his next
4 a and through the northern part of | pjje(j |nt0 the berths are the pei- before the war, cigarette factories in
trip to the frozen North Prof. Donald
Maine en route Prance where they 80nai belongings of the Chinamen and Shauliai and Kovno, and certain of
B. MacMillan, noted Arctic explorer
w m employed at various duties behind
hundreds of souvenirs they have the farmers sold their tobacco to them.
and a member of the faculty at
•tha lines. Very few people in Maine collected during their three years
But home grown tobacco
is
of
; Bowdoin College, will make the voyage
outside of those living in towns along residence overseas. Parts of
uni-. inferior quality. Usually the farmer
' in a vessel to be built with money
the line of the Canadian Pacific knew i forms seem to play an Important p a rtj raises it, cures it and finishes it for
Our equipment, facilities, experience
provided by Bowdoin men.
i
the passage through the state of in the collection.
his own consumption. Russian law
and resources enable us to supply
....
. .
The vessel will be built and owned
-thousands of Chinamen. Some Maine
a standard of service that is uniform
The Chinamen are carefully guard- prohilnts the ^ n i n ^ o f
^ J * ! ! ' b>’ the MacMillan Arctic Club, a cor
newspaper men were aware of what ed by armed Canadian soldiers who use and has imposed a large tax on
in efficiency
poration and will cost about $20,000.
was transpiring on the line of the great remain with them from the time they tobacco which is sold to factories.
Accounts subject to check are cordial
Plans for the ship have been drawn
transcontinental railway but the self- disembark from the ships at Halifax
Russian law also limited the acreage
ly invited
by
Hodgdon Bros, of East Boothbay,
Imposed censorship of the newspapers until they are safely landed in Van- j tobacco to eight acres for each farm,
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
and the contract for the construction
hept these facts from the general pub couver and are aboard ship ready to The purpose of this was, of course, to iQf
thg vessel wjn ^
soon.
lic. The Chinamen passed through cast off for Shantung. It’s a job that limit the cultivation of Lithuanian toExplorer MacMillan has become a
€*aada and Maine without advertis- is highly distaseful to the average I bacco so that Russia might profit in
professor in Bowdoin College with
.tug and now they are making the re Canadian soldier. The Chinamen are trade. No Lithuanian tobacco might
leave of absence to continue his work
turn Journey of 14,000 miles from the not noted for their care of their be exported.
of
scientific exploration. This work is
Western Front to their homes in personal appearance and they wholly
The stifling of the tobacco industry practically that of a field professor in
Shantung and the other northern ignore the old saying that cleanliness is but one of the many phases of the
all branches of science, and is expect
•provinces of the Chinese empire.
is next to godliness.
The
soldier economic oppression under which ed to constitute an important adjunct
guards, for the most part, prefer rid Lithuania has suffered for centuries. to the several scientific courses pur
Did Valuable Work
In the antumn of 1916 the ghastly ing on the car platforms to standing Embargoes placed by Russia on the sued at Brunswick.
.^decline o f man power in Europe was the rich air of the car’s interior. one hand and by Germany on the other
The MacMillan Arctic Club has a
fMCblng terrifying proportions. F o r ;Many of the coolies are more than have so crippled industrial Lithuania membership of 250 men widely dist*Is reason the British government de- j anxious to get out and secure a look that it has remained to the greatest tributed an‘d thls organization wiH own
.-died that coolies shipped from C hina'at Uncle Sam’s soil but the British extent a nation of home industries.
the shlp which wiH when
built bp
iretrilf be able to labor behind the j government does not intend that any
Each farmer, the individual house- chartered tothe NationalGeographical
M*ee In France and thus release thous-j of our immigration laws are violated holder, grows and manufactures on his |Society for which the trip to the far
.gads o f fit white men for the trench- Jthrough lax guards. The Canadian ; own iand most of the products which i
_____ ______________
M who until this time had been work- j soldiers are therefore very strict with be neefis His sheep provide the wool
in comparitlve safety doing unhe- j the Chinese and their only view of which his wife spins and weaves into
m lc but necessary work in the port I Maine soil and scenery is through the cloth and makes into clothing. He eats
cities and other back areas. In Feb: j grimy windows of the colonist cars, his own vegetables and fruits and
im ry, 1917. the British founded twd i The “ Chink trains,” as the C. P. R. fowl and cattle. From his cattle comes Now Said to Be as Often Acquired
as Inherited.
camps, one st their possession. Wei- trainmen call them, have been passing the leather for his shoes and his
It
is
generally
and chiefly indicated
hal-wel, and the other a few miles *through Maine for several weeks and (harness and he often tans the hide himby
eruptions
and
sores, but in many
outslde Tslngtau. the late German i the work of returning the Chinamen ; seif. He cuts the wood for his wagon
cases it enlarges the glands of the
to
their
native
soil
will
probably
!
ancj
or
village
wagoner
makes
city.
iu\ k, affects the internal organs, esIn the latter camp the coolies were j continue throughout a greater part the wagon and shapes the primitive I 1 ially the lungs, and if neglected
lodged in what had been an extensive ■of the winter.
wheels.
i.. •. develop into consumption.
aUk factory controlled by the Germans; j
I: crises many troubles, and i 3
While Lithuanians are constant
2# vacant buildings carefully white- j CIGAR IS TREAT
smokers, there is no tobacco question. r'"’ rivaled by impure air, wnvkolea 1 rod, bad water, too much heat
washed. The buildings were surroundWomen never smoke. It would be :
or
cold,
and want of proper exercise.
<ed by barbed wire to keep the China
Sometimes Lithuania smokes
its considered highly indecent for them
H o o d ’s Sarsaparilla, the medicine*
men within bounds.
own tobacco. But not when it can to do so. But no one objects to the that has been used w:!h so much
The British method of securing afford to buy its tobacco from Russia. men's smoking as much as they
satisfaction by three generations, is
eoalles was by advertising. Some peo For Lithuanians are keen connoisseurs please.
wonderfully successful in the treat
ple have believed that the presence of of the weed"
Boys start officialy to smoke at ment of scrofula. Give it a trial.
coolie laborers in France was the outI f a cathartic or laxative is needed,
The first thing which a Lithuanian about 20 or 21 years of age. But who
H b U L T O N , M A I M E*
.«ome of a passion on the part of notices on his arrival in America is the will doubt the prevalence of the take Hood’s Pills,—there is nothing
China for an Allied victory.
The stale flat odor of tobacco that is just friendly barn, and the white face of better for b'liousness or constipation.
Chinese government did give, it is
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
true, permission for the coolies to
Whereas, Richard M. Hatt, of Herleave China. But it is said to have
sev. in the County of Aroostook, and
•done so with a glad heart, not be
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
cause they might aid the.Allies toward
dated October 18th, 1918, and record
success, but because the Chinese law
ed in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds
Vol. 209, F5age 222, conveyed to W illi
would have fewer scoundrels with
am Bragg, then of said Hersey. the
whom to deal.
The coolies come
following described real estate, to
mostly from the lowest walks of Chi
wit: a parcel of land with the build
aese life.
ings thereon, situated in said Hersey.
and
being the store lot formerly oc
The coolies themselves did not go to
cupied by the said William Bragg,
France from any fervor for the En
situated in the northeast corner of
tente cause. France. Germany. Aus
Lot No. 1, in said Hersey. And where
as the said William Bragg has since de
tria and England were all the same
ceased, and the said Edna B. Lord, of
to them. But w a l k i n g a lo n g o n e o f
Hersey. has been duly appointed and
the narrow trails in China the coolie
qualified as Executrix of the last will
would be confronted with a poster in
and testament of the said William
Bragg: and whereas the condition of
Chinese characters informing him
the
mo-tgage is broken, hy reason
that a great war was on; that Chinese
whereof. I the said Edna B. Lord, Ex
were wanted for a period of three
ecutrix as aforesaid, claim a foreclo
years to labor in safe zones in France
sure of the same, and give this notice
for that purpose.
and that each volunteer would receive
Edna B. Lord.
69 cents a day. Never had any coolie
Executrix of the last will and testa
earned such wealth in a day; in a
ment of William Bragg.
week, perhaps. Forty cents would be
By her attorney
Harry M. Briggs.
paid the coolie’s family in China. With
Houlton. Maine, October 22. 1919.
what ostentation thousands of coolie
244
families have ascended at one leap
through several social strata may be
imagined. Twenty cents a day— one
franc to be paid in France. It looked
good to the Chinaman. He dreamed
dreams of long sittings at his favorite
pastime, gambling.

'MANY COOLIES NOW

RETUR1NING TO CHINA

MAINE SHIP FOR

ARCTIC TRIP

UNIFORM STANDARD
OF SERVICE

Houlton Trust

H o u lt o n ,M a in e

HAVE YOUJCROFULA?

FOR LITHUANIANS

Houlton Savings B a n k

EVERY DOLLAR
You Deposit in the

F *r s t

The Speaker said, “It seems to me

That careful housewives all agree
This Town Talk Flour cannot be beat—
*Tis milled from choicest winter wheat.”

National Bank
oi Houlton, Maine

Is under the supervision of

Milled on Honor—Ideal for
Every Baking

United States Government

W e pay

4% o n T i m e

Deposits

TOWN TALK FLO U R

So It was the lure of wealth that
-enticed these coolies to labor for
three years thousands of miles distant
'from the shrines of their ancestors.
Their health is also said to have
played a part. Many a bandit’s lot. a
m urderer's lot, a thief’s lot, Is not a
happy one even in China. So many
n Chinese bandit, murderer, thief, or
ufther Interesting individual saw
in
these advertisements a means of
^escape from a not altogether agree
able position in his own country. This
class was particularly prevalent dur
ing the formation of the earlier com
panies sent overseas.

KIDNEYS WEAKENING?
LOOK OUT!

Kidney troubles don't disappear of
themselves.
They grow slowly but
steadily,
undermining
health
with
deadly certainty, until you fall a vic
tim to Incurable disease.
Stop your troubles while there is time.
Don’t w aK until little pains become bl
aohea. Don’t trifle with disease
avoid future suffering begin treatment
with GOLD M B D A L Haarlem OH Cap
sules new. Take three or four every
day tuntil you are entirely free from
| pain.
This w a ll-k a e w a preparation has been
one o f the aatlenal remedies of H ol
land fa r oenturles. In IO C the govemaseat of the Netherlands granted a
sepotal oharter authorising its prepara
tion aad salu

The housewife of Holland would al
most as soon be without food as with
out her “Real Dutch Drops,*’ as she
quaintly calls GOLD M E D A L H aarlo m
Oil Capsules.
They restore strength
and are responsible in a great measure
for the sturdy, robust health of the
Hollanders.

the national
joy smoke
makes a whale
of a cigarette!

Do not delay. Go to your druggist and
Insist on his supplying you with G O L D
M E D A L Haarlem Oil Capsules. Take
them as directed, and if you are not
satisfied with results your druggist will
gladly refund your money. Look for
the name GOLD M E D A L on the box
and accept no other. In sealed boxes,
three sizes.

Liked the Work
During the' entire period of enlist
ment 197 companies were enrolled for
mark In France and England, the m a -;
. Jartty of them going to France. As |
-the first of the coolies arrived in '
France they found the work so much !
-easier; the pay so much better and
:general conditions so far superior to j
anything they had before experienced j
-P b China they wrote their friends at i
heme to go to Wel-hal-wel and en

Copyright 1111 by
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

list.

Daring the first few months of the
transportation of coolie laborers it had
keen the custom to sail from China
hy way of the Suez Canal but the increasing depredations of the Germans
tn the Mediterranean had made the
rente via Canada and the two oceans
.appear safer. Then It was that the
•Chinamen began to cross the soil of
Maine.

;

pO U certainly get yours when you lay your smokecards on the table,
call for a tidy red tin or a toppy red bag of Prince A lbert and roll a
makin’s cigarette! Y o u ’ll want to hire a statistical bureau to keep count
of your smokestunts ! W h y , you never dreamed of the sport that lies
awaiting your call in a home rolled cigarette when it's P. A . for the
packing /

•

j
;

Talk about flavor! Man, man, you haven’t got the listen of half your
smokecareer until you know what rolling ’em w ith P. A . can do for your
contentment! And, back of P . A .’s flavor, and rare fragrance— proofs o f
Prince Albert's quality— stands our exclusive patented process that
cuts out bite and parch ! W it h P. A . your smokesong in a makin’s ciga
rette w ill outlast any phonograph record you ever h ea rd ! Prince Albert
is a cinch to roll. It’s crimp cut and stays put like a regular pall

Many of them have labored the en

tire three years In France and are re
tim ing home with their pockets bulg
ing with money. Once in China they
win belong to the ultra-wealthy class.
Many of them have actually amassed
email fortunes by gambling in France.
A ll of them have more money than
they had ever dreamed of owning be
fore.
It is an interesting sight to see one

-----B R O A D W A Y
Next to E lk s C lub

PHARMACY

P rescrip tio n D ru ggist

M ain Street

Prince Albert upsets any notion you ever had as to h o w delightful a
jim m y pipe can bet It is the tobacco that has made three men smoke
pipes w here one w a s smoked before. It has w on men all over the nation
to the joys of smoking.

R. J.

R E Y N O L D S T 0 2 A C C 0 C O M P A N Y , Winston-Salem, N. C.

Awaiting ye a r aay*o, you’ll
findtoppy rod baga, tidy rod
tina, handaomo pound and
h a lf pound tin htunidorm—
a n d —th a t claaay, practical
pound cryatal glama humidor
*U h apongo tnoiatonor top
that koopa Princo Albort in
auch porfoct condition l
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Little. Friends extend congratulations.
There were 60 patrons present at
the Grange meeting on Saturday
evening. Miss Catherine Smith ot
Bangor, a returned Red Cross nurse
spoke on Red Cross work in France
and the need of the Red Cross in the

SURROUNDING TOWNS

party who brings his own apples and
pays the first party a specific sum for
j his labor is not a manufacturer within
the meaning of this act.
Cider sold for non-beverage pur
poses should be accompanied by an

fU{,V™r*e .McDonalil >r Littleton and j exemption «erti#cate which exempts
I Church will hold their annual sale and Alma McClain of Blo< mfield, N. B. were |the manufacturer from his tax.
united in marriage ,u the home of the ; .
_________ ... .
______________
! supper at the Town Hall, Dec. 3rd.
Mrs. Freddie W illett is visiting ' The young peoples class of the M. bride’s parents or. Oct. 22nd. They
triends in Boston.
j! E. Sunday School enjoyed an oyster will reside for the present at the home
Mrs. Edd Hatfield who has been I stew at the Club Room on Wednesday of the bride’s parents* Best wishes
seriously ill is improving.
for happiness are extended to the1
! evening.
Frank W illett has sold his farm to
The quota for this town on the Red young couple.
James Haggen of Houlton.
Frazier Shannon and Marion Tingley
Cross Drive aside from the memberEd Grant of Houlton attended the ,; ship fee is $150. All sections of the both of Littleton
were united in
meeting here Sunday evening.
marriage at the parsonage by Rev
; town will be canvassed this week.
Rev. Thomas McDonald held services !
; Mark Turner on Wednesday, Oct. 29.
in the school house Sunday evening. !
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon left Monday for
The remains of Frank Dyer were {
Corinna, Me., where they will reside
brought here for burial Monday after- < Mr. and Mrs. William
Moir
o f 1Their friends extend congratulations
noon.
1Hodgdon were calling on ' Mr. Ernest and best wishes for
a long and
Liota Smith is spending her vacation j Turney recently,
prosperous wedded life.
with her
parents. Mr.
and
Mrs. j Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Hoyt of Green
Samuel Smith.
i Road were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Astel has returned to Boston j Miles Smith Sunday.
after spending a few weeks with his
Mrs. Blaine Lincoln is spending a
Leon O. Tebbetts, collector of in----parents and his children.
few weeks in Haverhill. Mass., the
guest of Mrs. A. M. Rowe and other ternal revenue for the district of
Uoxbury, Mass, a grandmother in Rux„, .
,
.
,
bury writes: "J put great faith in your
friends.
Maine. Wednesday sent out a coin- J medicine, and one of my children was
Mrs.
Florence
Dickinson
and
son
Rugan— Crawford
The doctor said she could not live
munication to the deputy collectors (’ dyig.
until morning, ann I ran out to the drug
On Thursday morning Oct. 30th at Winston of Union Corner N. B. were
the guests of her parents Mr. and Mrs. j announcing that a person who co n - j store, got a bottle of Dr. True s Elixir,

NEW LIMERICK

w
J

EAST HODGDON

CHILD ALMOST DEAD
GRANDMOTHER SAVES LIFE

TAX ON CIDER

LETTER B

■even o’clock, at St. Mary’s Church
in Houlton, Miss Harriet Isabel Rugan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Rugan of this town was united in
marriage to Frank Crawford of Houlton
the ceremony being performed by Rev.
Fr. Silke. The bride w as attended by
her sister Miss Josephine Rugan,
while John Carpenter acted as best
man. The bride was dressed in a
brown traveling suit with a hat to
match. Mrs. Crawford is a graduate
of R. C. I. and for several years has
beeh an efficient teacher. The groom
is a successful farmer of Houlton.
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford left Thursday

u I verts his *PPles into older and in turn j
^
the same to the public f o r i "B ie r lmir I thought it’s eithei kill or
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert H aw ks'.
.
.
.
[cure for the doctor say.s__.se is dying anySunday Mr H n w k « had a had III turn ibeverage purposes in closed containers, ! way. hut she did not die. She went to
Saturday nlghtbu f8 is resting a liuie ! such as barrels, jugs, bottles, etc., is |^
n lln S t ! "
won,!^'
better at this writing.
subject to a manufacturer’s tax of 10 i red in color, six inches long. The doctor
Mr. and Mrs. Finwick Gartley of i'
_nlo
I
see if. « he was dead, but he ran
Watson Settlement and Mr. and Mrs. pe' ,ent of ,h* M ,e prl™'
jgS* J.'K
o™ atm ea"*t, d
Garnet Campbell of Woodstock w ere!
kemiented liquors other than cer- { ISTk. Ti.nt waS twenty-four years ag^
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Erpest Turney ! eal beverages are taxable at the rate and now she has a baby girl of her own,
.....
monins old, who is also using Dr.
Sunday. Mr. Turney is quite ill at IiI of
- -. — ------------ * —
~ s e v seven
n
months
10 per cent. The -------term —other
soft |Te rue*K
Elixir.’
(N a m e on Request)
this
writing.
m.
T ,,
. .,
... .
. , : drinks” includes, among other drinks, ! Constipation, headaches, tired feeling
The Ladies Aid will have an Old ;
,
. .
,
.
. ,
weakness, spots before the
eyes,
ba d,
fashioned chicken stew cooked
out ' aPP*e juice, loganberry juice, lime i breath, sleeplessness, irritability, dizziness j
door Thursday evening if fine, if not I fruit juice and other fruit juice sold lun(? niany other signs of sickness, can be .
„
..
°
,
’
... '
J
relieved, if you take the prescription
W1 .
L _ rItlay ^evening ° * t*“ s as beverages by the manufacturer in |known as Dr. T ru e’s Elixir. The Family
’ ’
t ..
.
.
, ._____ mu- Laxative and W o r m Expeller. It has done
S n o w S ty “
ft S S h S “
n V - k atA the home
of» John
W . c. Grant ! , ...
bottles or other closed contamei s. The i much for sick people, men, women and
gratulations of hosts of friends.
|Everybody welcome.
tax is on beverages which contain less children, ever since 1851—over 68 years
„ : reputation.
than one-half of one per cent ot
.
t
i Take Dr. True s Elixir— give it to your ,
alcohol.
children— The Family Laxative and W orm I
Miss Mary Hand of R. C. I. 1920 j Frank Griffith who has been ill with
A person making cider for a second True U|-r'(’o^A^uburm hMeLERS‘
J’ P ’
"visited friends in Monticello last week. , muscular
rheumatism
is reported

UJDLOW

JOSrn W -

MONTICELLO

to the
kt o p
i Dream next Wednesday. Those who
B R ID G E W A T E R
isaw it before will want to see it again.
Lee Carmichael Is in Bangor visiting j it is the best comedy ever put in
his brother.
pictures. The pla/ was good, the
Mrs. Flora W elch is in Presque Isle
picture is even better.

for a few days.
Mrs. Dr. Jackson has been ill the
past week but Is improving.
Glena Cook is having trouble with
her arm that was recently operated
on at Portland hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Pennington and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bradstreet were
In Patten a few days last week.
The M. E. Ladies realized $45 from
the
chicken
supper.
They
meet
Wednesday with Mrs. M. J. Smith.
Osgood the Jeweler has an agency
at the Bridgewater Drug store. All
orders left there will be properly
attended to.
The young people in town gave a
little surprise Monday evening to Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Sharp who were recently
married. A bountiful treat was served

.

.

w ill start y o u r p u llets an d m oulted b en s to la y in g

It contains Tonics that put your moulted hens.in fine con
dition— Tonics that tone up the dormant egg organs— Iron
that gives a moulted, run-down hen rich, red blood and a red
comb. It contains internal antiseptics that destroy disease
germs that may be lurking in the system. No disease where
Pan-a-ce-a is fed. It pays to feed Pan-a-ce-a regularly.
It brings back the siHging— it brings back the scratching
— it brings back the cackle. That’s when you get eggs;
and ic’s*eggs you want— fall eggs, winter eggs— when
eggs are eggs.

E U L

E

“ MIKADO”

PENCIL
NO.
174

PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.

W e’ll tell you how much
Pan-a-ce-a to buy.
C'H JP -’xV

man zo?io
fives h is fee?a
uare deaZ
'd iill walJC

in pleasant
p a th s /
If

you

purc hase

a

pair

F a ll P l o w i n g
Has proven best for
and

W a lk o v e r

will be made more pleasant.
also dis co v er that

our

) o u will

prices

won't

pain y our purse.

the

PalmerV S h o e S to re

JOHN DEERE PLOW
The

Best

Plow

to U s e

ESK33S U

YOU RAISE HOGS ?

BRIDGEWATER DRUG CO.

W e Have a Full Line of Parts

A. M. Stackpole, Jr.
B ridgew ater, Maine

Program
“T H E

Overcoats
FORI Y O U R H O R S E S
A larg e liue ol Horse Blankets of all kinds

Week of Nov. 3

U N PA RD O N A B LE

S IN ” NOVEM BER

18 and 19

W EDNESDAY

G M. ANDERSON
in a big out doo^ drama

“Red Blood and Y ellow ”
Also International News and Chester Outing
“T H E

U N PA RD O N A B LE

S IN ” NOVEMBER

18 and 19

THURSDAY

M A R Y M cL a r e n ,

frank

m ayo

in 5 reel Society Drama

‘‘The Amazing W ife”
Kddie Polo in “ Cyclone Smith" and Weekly News

L. A. Barker & Company

“T H E

UN PA RD O N A B LE

S IN ” NOVEMBER

18 and 19

FR ID A Y

Oakfierd, Maine

M A Y ALLISO N

..

in 5 reel Comedy Drama

Dell Cookson has purchased
the
building occupied by David Good as a
meat market and will convert it into
a first class barber shop.

“Almost Married”

D o lla r s

HO0GDON
Mr. Shirley Benn was in Caribou
sently.
Mr. W ilbu r Stewart has sold his
rm recently.
Mrs. Charles Skofleld has gone to
,ngor for the winter.
Mr. Allen Oliver has sold his farm
Mr. Russell of Llnneus.
A large crowd attended the social
the Hall on Friday evening.
Mr. Ferdinand Hunter and family
>ved into their new home last week.
Mr. Robert Hunter has
recently
rchased*the residence of Mr. Samuel
iik e ll
There win oe Evangelistic services
Id at the M. E. Church during the
mth o f Da*.
Mrs. Jocelyn Cone Spencer of
jroming was the week end guest of
■a Genova Rboda.
MM* Perrigo of Ricker
Classical
lUfento Mat boon tick at hla borne
re with an attack of Tonsllltls.
rhe Ladles Aid of the Methodist

the land

shoes you will find that y our p ath w a y

If so, come in and let us show you the
new tonic for hogs, put up by the
Avalon Farms Company. It is a guar
anteed remedy. If it doesn’t do as
recommended or if you are not fully
satisfied after using it 60 days accord
ing to directions, it doesn't cost you
anything.
Raise more porkjat less expense.
For sale by

,|

Charles Boulie and family left Sunday morning by auto for their home f ^
In Gardiner.
I^
Bnough snow fell the last day of | <v:
October so that several sleighs were
out, bnt it has nearly all gone and left
the roads very muddy.
Mr. Harley Simms and Mrs. Kitty
Cain were united in marriage
on
, Tneeday evening at her home here,
xby the Rev. G. H. Taylor.
The special meetings held in the j
Methodist Church
by
Evangelist
Joseph Irving are drawing large crouds
and w ill continue until Thursday of
this week.
On Nov. 1st Vuna, daughter of Mr.
. and Mrs. Ellis Flewelllng died after
a lingering illness of tuberculosos.
Services conducted by Rev.
H. V.
Bragdon. Mr. Flewelllng, father of
two deceased little one
lies
very
critically 111 of the same disease with
“ Baby Mine” will return
small hopes for his recovery.

10 a11*

If you expect your hens to be fail producers and winter layers,
then feed them Poultry Pan-a-ce-u during and after the moult

Tell us how many hens you have.

B. A. Hanning and Mr. and Mrs. ( ’ has.
Porter attended
the
Evangelistic
meeting
at
Monticello
Thursday

Michael Kervin is spending the week evening,
at St. Johns.
Mrs. Eliza Adams, widow of 1). I).
Mrs. Horace Prince of Island Falls i Adams was taken to the Aroostook
is visiting ^relatives here.
! Hospital on Friday where she was
James Hannon and Lewis Kervin are j operated upon for gallstones.
The
visiting In Mirimachi.
I operation was successful but she is
Miss Mabel Stoddard entered Busi- still critically ill.
ness College in Houlton last Monday. | Jasper Little of Littleton and Gladys
Mr. Byron McQuarrie of Houlton was j Keenan of Bangor were recently united
the week end guest of relatives here, j in marriage at Woodstock, N. B. They
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Ruth j are making their home
with the
a baby boy on Saturday November 1st. j groom’s parents Mr. and Mrs. George
Miss Georgia Hannan was the w e e k !
---------end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Addington.
Mr. Ansll Hatfield and family of
Houlton spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Hannan.
A Box Social will be held at Byron
school house on Friday evening. Nov.
7th, Miss Georgia Hannan teacher.
Miss W illa Stewart and Miss Helen
Blther of Houlton returned Friday
evening from a few days spent in
Portland.

i

R

LITTLETON

Mr. Harold McGown was calling on I better,
his grandfather L. L. McGown, Sunday.
Mrs. J. D. Ross returned Thursday
Miss Faye G. Thompson spent the 'from Bangor where she had
been
week end with relatives in Richmond, Jvisiting relatives.
N. B.
i Mrs. Arthur Stoten of W est Houlton
The Rev. H. H. Cosman held service j spent several days recently at the
in the Ludlow church Sunday after- i pome of Chas. Porter,
noon.
Ernest, little son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. W illie Warm an
and Ira B . , Abner Robinson is still in the AroosWarm an attended a Halloween social j took Hospital seriously ill.
in Smyrna Center Friday evening.
There' will be a meeting of (he
Percy Warman, George White and ! Directors of the Federation of Fanners
Harry Hermore went on a hunting trip on Friday evening at the Grange Hall,
to Smiths Brook. Each succeeded in
Ralph Crosby, Mrs. E. I\ Titcomb
getting a deer and several partridges, and Mrs. Jenkins attended the Red
They report game plentiful.
Cross meeting at Houlton on Thursday
Rev S. W . Foster will commence a , evening,
series of special services
at
the
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Ludlow Baptist Church on Sunday next j Kenneth IV^cIntosh sympathize
with
at 10 A. M., 2.30 P. M., and 7 P. M. them in the death of their infant on
He will be assisted by Lee Good as Nov. 1st.
leader.
Rev. and Mrs. Turner. Mr. and Mrs.

------------------L IN N E U S

EMEMBER, going through the moult i3 like going through
a long spell«of,sickness. To force out the old quills and
grow new feathers saps a hen’s vitality.

^ f die lVei e t ^ e I retails

M i - aIid TvrM r S ' ^

j

HT

At night we start our pictures at 6.30, at 8 o’clock The
Century Male Quartette gives a high class musical show
See our advertisement in local papers. Price to pictures
and concert 25. 35, and 50 cents plus war tax
“T H E

For Sale at

In your pocket by using

‘ your dealer 5c
each or 50c per
doz. Made in fivo
grades.

Conceded

to be the finest pen
cil made for general

U N PARDO NABLE

OUTSIDE-WINDOWS

DORRIS KENYON, FR ANK M ILLS
in 6 reel Western Drama

“W ild Honey”
Also Two Reel Fox Comedy and News
MONDAY
LOUIS BENNISON
— in —
“T H E M IS F IT E A R L”

LargetStock of all Sizes

NEW YORK.

JJE. Tarbell & Sons
S m y r n a M ills

18 and 19

SA TU R D A Y

us«

EAGLE PENCIL CO.

S IN ” NOVEM BER

Ford Educational
TU ESD A Y
A LB E R T RAY
in a 5 Reel Comedy Drama
“ BE A L IT T L E SPORT"
Red Glove Serial and Mutt ajodA/eff

